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Hot Electron Transport and Relaxation in Quantum Wells and Super lattices

1.0 Introduction

The physics necessary to describe the relaxation and transport of carriers in

semiconductor devices depends not only on the particular materials and operating

conditions, but largely upon the physical dimensions involved. With the advent of

advanced epitaxial crystal growth techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and

metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), layered structures may be grown

with abrupt composition and doping variations on the nanometer length scale. The

ability to custom tailor the conduction and valence band edges at will has led to the

concept of "bandgap engineering" (Capasso, 1987) and to a new class of quantum well

and superlattice devices. Controlling the material growth within small vertical dimensions

allows for the formation of single and multiple potential wells (quantum wells) and

barriers in the conduction and valence bands. With additional improvements in

lithographic techniques such as electron beam lithography, small lateral device

dimensions are also now possible. These advances have led to the realization of

structures in which the carriers are confined not only in the growth direction, but also

laterally, to form "quantum wires" (or "quantum dots", if confinement is in all three

dimensions). In such confined systems, the allowed energy states and the spatial

variation of the carriers are determined by the quantum mechanical solutions of the

Schrodinger wave equation.

By periodically alternating thin layers of materials with differing bandgaps or

doping, a potential superlattice in the growth direction can be formed (Esaki and Tsu,

1970). Energy minibands and minigaps are formed by the imposition of the periodic

potential, just as the microscopic periodic potential due to the atomic structure of a

crystal leads to the formation of energy bands and gaps. Since the period of a

superlattice is larger than that of the crystal potential, the miniband widths (in energy)

are smaller than the corresponding bulk energy bands from which they are derived

(hence the term miniband). Depending on the strength of the potential barriers (their

height and width), the superlattice ranges from a series of uncoupled quasi-two

dimensional systems (multiple quantum wells), to a bulk-like three dimensional system.

In an ideal infinite superlattice, the minibands correspond to energy regimes where the
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transmission probability through the entire structure is unity, whereas, within the

minigaps, zero transmission occurs, analogous to an infinite order bandpass filter in

electrical circuits. If a small field is applied along a superlattice, transport in the

miniband regime may be obtained. If however the field is increased, such that the

potential drop across one period is comparable to the miniband width, the periodicity is

lost and transport proceeds between localized energy states rather than miniband

conduction.

Although many optical and electronic devices based on quantum wells and

superlattices have been theoretically and experimentally studied, the dynamics of carrier

relaxation and transport in such quantized systems is still relatively poorly understood

compared to the bulk case. The response time of optical quantum well devices, such

as quantum well lasers for example, may be in part limited by the capture time into the

quantum well and the subsequent relaxation of the charge carriers within the valence

and conduction bands before their optical recombination. Recent studies of carrier

relaxation in quantum well systems are thus of interest from both a fundamental point

of view and for the application of high speed devices. Additionally, there has been

considerable interest in superlattice base transistors (for example, Capasso and Kiehl,

1985; Goodnick, 1987; Lent, 1987; England, 1989) in recent years. However, the theory

of miniband transport in superlattices has received little attention aside from the ideal

transmission characteristics in the absence of scattering (the ballistic limit).

The aim of this research has been to investigate electron relaxation and transport

in multiple quantum wells and superlattices, towards the further application of such

structures in electronic devices. Here the discussion is limited to GaAs based systems.

The electronic structure in quantum wells and superlattices is first reviewed, within the

effective mass approximation (EMA). The formation of a superlattice from a finite

number of quantum wells, and from the viewpoint of tunneling is shown. The importance

of self-consistent solutions to the EMA and to Poisson's equation is demonstrated in two

dimensional systems and is extended to uniformly and modulation doped potential

superlattices.

Carrier relaxation, transport and scattering in heterojunction quantum wells and

superlattices are discussed in Chapter Three. Particular emphasis is placed on the

derivation of scattering rates in superlattices, as quantum well systems have been
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covered to a large extent elsewhere (for example, Jacoboni and Lug li, 1989). Polar

optical phonon, intervalley, ionized impurity and carrier-carrier scattering mechanisms are

included.

In Chapter Four, the Monte Carlo method is applied to two coupled quantum well

systems with the focus on relaxation of electrons by intersubband scattering following

optical excitation. Results are compared to published experimental data on similar

structures. The first example studied consists of asymmetric coupled quantum wells in

an applied field. Here the intersubband relaxation, dominated by polar optical phonon

emission, can be regarded as a phonon assisted tunneling process. Dramatic

differences in the relaxation time are found depending on the barrier strength and

applied electric field. The second case, where narrow quantum wells are separated by

a wide modulation doped barrier, the importance of the self-consistent solutions and a

dynamic re-calculation of the scattering rates based on the carrier distribution is

apparent.

A Monte Carlo model for superlattices is introduced in Chapter Five. The

operation of superlattice base transistors is discussed, and simulation of a unipolar

device is demonstrated. The relative importance of the scattering mechanisms

introduced in Chapter Three is examined. Modeled results for the transfer ratio in such

unipolar devices are shown, and design considerations are discussed.

A geometrical superlattice is presented in Chapter Six. Here, the periodic

variation is in the width of a split gate quantum wire device, rather than a periodic

potential variation. The transport in such structures is examined in the ballistic limit,

using a mode matching method to obtain the wavefunctions. Transmission coefficients

for finite period structures are shown, and the dispersion relation for the infinite case is

examined.

Finally, Chapter Seven contains a summation and conclusion to this work, with

comments on areas for possible future studies. Various sub-topics are covered in the

appendices.
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2.0 Electronic Structure in Quantum Wells and Super lattices

In this chapter the energy states and wavefunctions for quantum wells and

superlattices with a potential variation in one direction are examined. The energy states

and wavefunctions are necessary for the calculation of the scattering rates which control

carrier dynamics, to be discussed in Chapter 3. All calculations presented here are

based on the single band effective mass approximation (EMA). In the present work, the

concentration is on the conduction band states of the GaAs/AlxGa,,As system, with the

Al mole fraction, x, below the indirect bandgap transition. Although the EMA is known

to break down under certain circumstances (such as extremely narrow wells or cases

where band mixing is important), its simplicity and proven accuracy for the conduction

band of the GaAs/AlGaAs system makes this approach the most feasible method for the

present work. In section 2.1 the EMA is briefly reviewed. The electronic states and

transmission characteristics of simple quantum well and superlattice systems are

discussed in the following sections, as an introduction to this area. Numerical solutions

to the EMA including self-consistency with Poisson's equation are demonstrated in the

final sections.

2.1 The Effective Mass Approximation

An electron is described in quantum mechanics by a wavefunction, To(R,t), which

is the solution to the Schrodinger equation

a

2

I12

at °(R,t)
= V21/0(R,t) + V(R,ty-Fo(R,t)

m0
(2.1)

where Vo(R,t)To(R,t)dR is the probability of finding the electron within dR of R at time

t, and mo is the free electron mass. The potential V(R,t) in (2.1) is the total potential

energy of the system including the lattice potential, random scattering potentials, space

charge and external applied biases. Through the use of the time independent single

band EMA, rather than the full Schrodinger equation, charge carriers may be described
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Ti2

*2m
V2WK(R) V(R)WK(R) = EorK(R) (2.2)
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where the subscript K denotes the electronic state. The appearance of an effective

mass m. arises from the elimination of the lattice potential, while the scattering potentials

are treated through perturbation theory, as discussed in Chapter 3. The potential V(R)

in (2.2) represents the spatial variation of the relevant band minimum.

If the potential V(R) varies in one direction only (here taken as the z direction),

as in a quantum well, the solution of the EMA can be found by separation of variables.

The total wavefunction is then the product of free wave solutions in the x and y

directions, and a z dependent function which satisfies the one dimensional EMA

T)2 d2

2m* dz2Wn(z)
V(z) klin(z) = En kirn(Z)

EK = E +
T)2( kx2 +

2m*

WK(R) =
1

e'k'r lyn(z)

(2.3)

where r is a vector in the x-y plane, k=(kx2 1 /2 is the parallel wavevector

corresponding to the free wave solutions and EK is the total energy.

The effective mass is a material-dependent parameter, as it is derived from the

atomic potential of the lattice. Since there is by definition more than one material at a

heterojunction, there is more than one effective mass. Since the EMA is strictly only

derived for a single material, it is not necessarily clear how a position-dependent

effective mass should be treated, and a number of possible Hamiltonians have been

proposed (Bastard, 1981; Kroemer and Zhu, 1982; Morrow and Brownstein, 1984). In

the present work, the EMA Hamiltonian is taken as (Bastard, 1981)



V 1 V + V(R)
2 m*(z)

(2.4)
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since this is one form which satisfies current continuity and is Hermitian. The continuity

of the probability current,

JK ill (W17( V WK WK V W i<)
2m .(z)

(2.5)

across an abrupt interface leads to the boundary matching conditions used here,

wr,(0) = vn(ol

1 d
mfn(0)

m.._ dz

1 d
wn(01

m,'0,'. dz

(2.6)

With a spatially varying effective mass, the parabolic relationship between energy

and the parallel wave vector given in (2.3) is no longer strictly valid. To first

approximation however, the parabolicity may be retained if an average effective mass

is employed when relating the total energy to the eigenvalue En. Assuming the EMA

Hamiltonian is given by (2.4), and separating the variables, the eigenvalue equation for

the z dependent envelope function is given by

112 d ( 1 d

rn'(z) dz
Wn(z)2 dz

+ V(z) Nin(z) +
II2 ( kx2 ky2 )

2 rn*(z)
yr,(Z) = EK vn(z) (2.7)

Taking the non-zero parallel wavevectors as a perturbation, and keeping only the lowest

order term, the parabolic relationship (2.3) is obtained, but with an average effective

mass defined by the integration of the z dependent envelope wavefunction as

1
=

idz k4(z) Yn(z)

Illn J M *(Z)
(2.8)
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Analytical solutions to the one dimensional time independent EMA are possible

for only a few model potential profiles. In general, numerical solutions are necessary for

the energy eigenvalues and wavefunctions. Both the Numerov (Chow, 1972) and matrix

methods (similar to those of Tripathi and Bhattacharya, 1985) are used in the present

work. The GaAs/AlGaAs material parameters of Adachi, 1985, are taken unless

otherwise stated. The effective mass in AI,Gal_,As is given empirically as

m.=(0.067+0.083x)mo and the band gap is 1.424+1.247x eV (x<0.45), where x is the

mole fraction of Al in the ternary. 67% of the bandgap discontinuity is assumed in the

conduction band, as this is the most commonly accepted value.

2.2 Single and Multiple Quantum Wells

The simplest structure which yields an analytic solution to the EMA is a single

potential well, where the potential inside the well is taken to be constant (zero for

convenience), and infinite outside of the well. Any introductory quantum mechanics text

book contains this example (for example, Winter, 1979). It is also the easiest to

understand in terms of the physical significance, and so is briefly presented here.

Consider an electron confined to a region of length L with impenetrable walls

(infinite potential) at its boundaries (z=0, z=L). If one can accept that an electron has

a wavelike nature, it is immediately obvious that only certain wavelengths will fit inside

of the box. If the electron is confined to a slab of width L and infinite extent in x and y,

the total solution for the envelope wavefunction and energy within the EMA is

ilfn,k(r,z) =

=0

ing2
sin z

LA L\ )

E = E +
m

1
2k2n,k n

2

ik r 0 < z < L

Z < 0; Z > L

2/22

2L2m'

(2.9)

where the waves are normalized to the volume integral, A being the (infinite) area of the

slab. Each eigenvalue En corresponds to a "subband" of the quantum well, with the total
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energy being the solution to the one dimensional EMA plus the term which depends

quadratically on the parallel wavevector k. For an infinite well, the subband minima

increase quadratically with the subband index, n.

The preceding approximation is useful to an extent, but generally does not give

an adequate description of energy levels and wavefunctions of heterojunction structures.

Here the finite potential associated with the bandgap differences between two materials

such as GaAs and AIGaAs must be considered. With a piece-wise rectangular

approximation for the potential V(z), the general solution to the EMA is of the form

wn(z) = a, exp(i(3,z) + exp(-i(3nz)

= (2n1;)1/2 V(z)]"2

(2.10)

For finite square wells, V(z) is taken as zero inside the well, and is constant in the barrier

regions. The solutions for energies less than the confining potential consist of sine and

cosine functions inside the well and exponentially decaying functions outside of the well,

as shown in Fig. 2.1. With a finite potential, the wavefunction can now extend into the

barrier region. The boundary conditions, that yin goes to zero at ± infinity, set unique

energy eigenvalues for the bound states. Figure 2.2 shows these energy eigenvalues

versus well width for a confining potential of 0.292 eV (corresponding to A1035Ga065As

barriers and a GaAs well). For well widths less than approximately 45 A, there is only

one confined (bound) state. As the well is widened, more bound states are allowed. In

the limit of an infinitely wide well, a continuum of energies would of course be obtained.

The energy eigenvalues for multiple quantum wells depend strongly on the width

of the barrier between the wells. Figure 2.3 shows the subband energies versus barrier

width for two identical 100 A wells. For large barrier widths, the wells are essentially

non-interacting. The energy eigenvalues are approximately two-fold degenerate, and

equal to those obtained for a single 100 A well. For intermediate barrier widths, there

is a splitting of the levels, above and below the subband minima of a single quantum

well of the same width, analogous to bonding and anti-bonding molecular orbitals. As

the barrier width is further reduced, the limit of a single well is again approached, with

energy levels corresponding to a 200 A well, as may be seen by comparing to Fig. 2.2.
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In Fig. 2.4, the subband minima for five identical 100 A coupled wells are shown.

For large barrier widths, five almost degenerate levels are obtained around the

eigenvalues of the single well. Again the splitting of the energies is evident at

intermediate barrier widths. As more identical wells are considered, the superlattice limit

is approached, with an infinite number of energy eigenvalues comprising minibands

centered around the energies of the single well.

2.3 Tunneling Phenomena

So far only the bound states, with subband minima below the confining potential,

have been considered. The possibility of traveling waves as the solution to the one

dimensional EMA was precluded by the boundary conditions that the wavefunction go

to zero at ± infinity. For energies above the confining potential however, a continuum

of states exists. These states are generally termed mobile or extended states, as they

allow for a net passage of current; i.e. the electrons are no longer confined. In this case,

it is useful to look at the transmission properties of the system.

The transmission coefficient is defined by

T(E) =
J inc

Jtrans

(2.11)

where J1n, and Jtrans refer to the incident and transmitted probability current densities of

(2.5). The transmitted current is the difference between the current incident at the step

and that reflected by the potential step. The transmission over an abrupt potential step

is shown in Fig. 2.5. Classically, the transmission would be zero for energies below the

step height, and unity above. As can be seen from the figure, the solution to the EMA

gives less than unity transmission even for energies above the step height. For energies

less than the step height, the transmission is zero and the wavefunction decays

exponentially with distance into the step. Also shown in Fig. 2.5 is the transmission

probability over a potential step which is linearly graded over 100 A. In this case, the

transmission reaches unity much more abruptly, as expected in the classical limit of a

smoothly varying potential.
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Figure 2.6 shows the transmission through a thin (25 A) barrier. Here one can

see tunneling phenomena as a finite transmission is possible for energies below the

barrier height. If two barriers are cascaded, the total transmission through the structure

shows strong resonances as a function of energy, also shown in Fig. 2.6. The energy

resonances correspond closely with the subband minima of a single quantum well, as

can be seen by comparing the peaks in the transmission to the bound state energies for

a 100 A well in Fig. 2.1. The double barrier structure is of particular interest since it is

the basis for the resonant tunneling diode (RTD), which exhibits a negative differential

resistance in its current voltage characteristics due to this resonance phenomena.

As more barriers are cascaded, additional peaks in the transmission around

resonance are obtained, and the transmission is further reduced for energies away from

resonance, as shown in Fig. 2.7 for five identical barriers. In the limit of an infinite

number of barriers, a superlattice structure is obtained with transmission equal to zero

in the minigaps, and unity in the minibands.

2.4 Kronig-Penney Super lattice

In the preceding sections, multiple quantum well and multiple barrier systems

have been discussed, and a superlattice type behavior in the limit of many wells or

barriers has been demonstrated. In this section the electronic properties of an infinite

superlattice, with a periodic potential in one dimension are examined. Geometrical

superlattices are discussed later in Chapter 6.

For a periodic potential, V(z)=V(z+L), the solution to the EMA can be found by

using Bloch's theorem to relate the envelope function at a dive n position to that at

multiples of the periodicity L. Bloch's theorem (or, more generally, Floquet's theorem)

states that for such a periodic potential, the wavefunction can be expressed as

kvnk(z) = ezz unk,(z) (2.12)

where the Bloch function, unkz(z), has the same periodicity as the potential, and k, is

required to be real such that the magnitude of Nink,(z) is periodic. With these conditions

on the wavefunction (and similar on the derivative), only certain energy values will be
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allowed, like the bound states of the quantum wells. However, in the superlattice case,

there are allowed bands of energies, rather than the discrete values allowed in the

quantum well case.

The Kronig-Penney model for a rectangular potential superlattice is used to

qualitatively explain the appearance of energy bands and gaps in bulk material. In that

case, the rectangular potential is used as a crude approximation to the lattice potential,

in one dimension. For heterojunction superlattices, the rectangular potential of the

Kronig-Penney model is actually a very good approximation to the abrupt discontinuities

in the conduction band edge. The derivation and resulting expression for the allowed

energy bands in such a rectangular superlattice are given in most solid state texts (for

example, McKelvey, 1966). The result for a system with two effective masses (Bastard,

1981) is found to be

where

cos(k,L) = cos(a(L-b))cos((3b)
y2

1 1 +y)sin(a(L-b))sin((3b)

Y=
amb*

Prn,,
a =

V2m;En,k, 1/2mb*(En,k -V0)
=

(2.13)

(2.14)

and L is the period, b is the barrier width, Vo is the barrier height, and and mb are

the well and barrier effective masses. In Fig. 2.8 the right hand side of (2.13) is plotted

against energy for GaAs well and A10.35Ga0.65As barrier widths of 100 and 25 A,

respectively. The shaded regions, where the value lies outside -1 and +1 are not

allowed, as k, is required to be real; these are the minigaps of the superlattice. The

unshaded regions constitute the minibands of the superlattice. The miniband energies

correspond to the regions of high transmission in a finite periodic structure, as may be

seen by comparing to Fig. 2.7.
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2.5 Self-Consistent Solutions

In the preceding sections, a one electron effective mass equation has been used.

Additional terms to the Hamiltonian are necessary to include many body effects. In this

work many body effects are included in the EMA only within the Hartree (self-consistent

field) approximation, neglecting the higher order exchange-correlation terms (for

example, Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976). These higher order corrections beyond the

Hartree approximation are small in the GaAs based systems due the relatively small

effective mass (Mori and Ando, 1980). Within the Hartree approximation, the potential

must be adjusted by an average potential due to all the mobile electrons of the system.

Since this potential is related to the probability density of the wavefunctions, self-

consistent solutions require the simultaneous solution to the EMA and Poisson's

equation.

Self-consistent solutions have been studied in detail for Si inversion layers (Ando

et. al., 1982, and references therein) and for various 2D heterojunction structures (Ando,

1982; Stern and Das Sarma, 1984; Inoue et. al., 1985). Self-consistent solutions in

superlattices have been studied by Mori and Ando, 1980 and Zachau, 1988. The

technique used in this work is described briefly, and examples of self-consistent solutions

for a 2D system and for a superlattice are given.

Since Poisson's equation and the effective mass equation need to be satisfied

simultaneously, an iterative solution is appropriate. Figure 2.9 shows a block diagram

of the basic technique as applied here to quantum wells and superlattices. First, an

approximate solution for the spatial concentration of electrons is necessary. With this

assumed electron charge density distribution, Poisson's equation can then be solved as

V(z) = AEc(z)+._1 idzi jdzil
Es

eN(z8) + pe(z")] (2.15)

where N(z) is the ionized donor and/or acceptor concentration. The mobile electronic

charge density is given in the Hartree approximation by

pe(z) = -es N, lif,(z)yn(z) (2.16)
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Fig. 2.9: Block diagram depicting the self-consistent solution to Poisson's equation and
the EMA.
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where N, represents the density of electrons associated with the nth subband for a

quantum well, or with the nth state representing both the miniband index and kZ value

for a superlattice. If the permittivity, es, varies with position, an image potential term

would also be included in (2.15). For the GaAs- AIGaAs system, the image term is a

negligible contribution, although it is of importance in the Si -SiO2 system due to the large

difference in dielectric constants. Once the initial potential is obtained, it is used as the

input to the routine which solves the EMA. Here the Numerov method (Chow, 1972) is

used for the solution to the EMA, and is discussed in 2.5.2 in relation to superlattices.

To avoid a diverging solution to the coupled set of equations, the potential used in the

EMA is adjusted from that found as the solution to Poisson's equation as

where

Ve,;,(z) = VE,,,a(z) + F'104,iss(z) V,,ma(z))

F "1 = F'
\./10,ss(z)-V,,,,,a(z)

Vp,j,ss(z)-Ver,,a(z)_

(2.17)

(2.18)

The convergence factor F' is generally limited to the range 0.2 to 0.8 and i refers to the

ith iteration. This method and others have been studied by Stern, 1970. Although more

involved iteration schemes may lead to a faster convergence, this technique is easily

utilized and gives more than adequate convergence for most problems. The procedure

is repeated until the potentials agree within some specified convergence criteria (typically

1x10-6 eV here) for the maximum potential difference between iterations.



2.5.1 Two Dimensional System

For a 2D system, the occupation of each subband is found by

Nn = idE g2d(E) f(E)
0

19

(2.19)

where the density of states (DOS) for a single valley system in 2D is given by a series

of steps beginning at each subband minima, En,

m*
g2d(E) = n O(E -En)

2
(2.20)

In equilibrium, the distribution function f(E) is taken as the Fermi-Dirac distribution, and

the integral may be evaluated analytically due to the simple nature of the DOS in a 2D

system,

mn*kBT dxNn =
mn fdE f(E) =v

1 e x

mn'kBT
= In [1 ± exp(Ef-En)/kBT]

itTi2

(2.21)

Here mn. refers to the average effective mass as defined by (2.8), and Ef is the Fermi

energy. The Fermi energy must be solved self-consistently with the bulk doping density

in the neutral regions and the total mobile electron concentration obtained from the sum

of (2.19) over all occupied subbands.

As an example of self-consistent solutions in 2D systems, Fig. 2.10 shows the

potential for the conduction band and wavefunctions obtained for an n-channel high

electron mobility transistor (HEMT) structure. The A103Ga07As is heavily doped

(Nd=5x1017/cm3) with a 50 A undoped spacer layer adjacent to the nominally undoped

GaAs (an unintentional doping of 1x1014/cm3 p-type is assumed in the GaAs). The

channel electron concentration is 5x1011/cm2. In Fig. 2.10a, the full self-consistent
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solution is shown, while Fig. 2.10b shows the Airy function solution used as an initial

guess for the electron spatial distribution. As can be seen from the figure, the Airy

function approximation is quite good for the lower subbands, where the potential is

approximately linear in the GaAs. The approximate solution is therefore sufficient at low

temperatures and small carrier densities where only the lowest subband is occupied.

Outside of this quantum limit, self-consistency is increasingly important.

2.5.2 Super lattices

The self-consistent solution for a superlattice proceeds quite similarly to that of

the 2D system. For a superlattice, the electron concentration in equilibrium for a given

superlattice wavevector kz and miniband index i, analogous to (2.21) for 2D systems, is

found as

Ni(kz) =
m,:kE3T

In [1 +exp(Ef Eck) /k8T]
icsn2

(2.22)

Here m,k,* refers to the average effective mass (2.8) obtained by integrating over the

envelope wavefunction for the ith miniband and given kz value. The spatial concentration

of electrons needed to solve Poisson's equation is then given by the summation over all

occupied minibands and the integral over the superlattice wavevector as

LPe(z) = -eE diczNi(k) Vc(z)V,k,(z)Jarc
(2.23)

The Numerov method (Chow, 1972), may be used for the solution to the EMA

in a superlattice, with the appropriate boundary conditions. The Numerov method is

basically a Taylor series expansion solution for the envelope wavefunctions. The

wavefunction is expanded as



iir(z±Az) = E
n=0

(±Az)n
W" (z)

n!
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(2.24)

where here Avn is the nth derivative with respect to z, and subscripts denoting the

miniband index and k2 value have been dropped for convenience. Combining y(z+Az)

and tv(z-Az) to eliminate the odd order terms results in

Az2 Az4 (2.25)w(z +Az) + mr(z -Az) ] iv(z) + W2(z)2 2 24

which is accurate to 6th order. Differentiating (2.25) twice, and combining the two

equations to eliminate the fourth derivative, gives

1

2
Nf(z +Az) + w(z -Az) Az V(z+Az)- Az2

w2(z -Az)] = kV(z) +
12

_5 Az2w2(z)(2.26)
12 1

The one dimensional EMA,

W2(z) = f(z) y(z) ; f(z) = 2m*(z)(V(z)-E)
Ti2

(2.27)

is then substituted for the second derivative in (2.26). The result is a recursion formula

for the wavefunction,

w(z+Az) =
2+_5Az2f(z)

6

(
1 -___Az2f(z -Az) kv(z -Az)

12

1

1
1

Az2f(z+Az)
12

(2.28)

Hence, once the wavefunction is known at two points, its value at the next point may be

determined by (2.28). Here it has been assumed that changes in the effective mass are

abrupt and are accounted for using the boundary conditions at the interfaces as noted

earlier. A similar recursion formula may also be obtained for a slowly varying effective
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mass using the EMA Hamiltonian given in (2.4).

Only certain values of the energy (appearing in f(z)) satisfy the boundary

conditions on the wavefunction. The boundary conditions on the superlattice

wavefunctions are

w(z+L) = e'kzL w(z)

d w eik,L dw

dz dz

(2.29)

which come directly from Bloch's theorem and the periodic nature of the Bloch function

and its derivative (with the effective mass also a periodic function). The wavefunction

is arbitrary within a phase constant and a normalization factor. At the miniband edges

(kz=0 or multiples of JCL), the wavefunction can be expressed as a completely real

function, since the exponential function in (2.29) goes to ±1. Here it is assumed that the

potential (as well as effective mass and doping profile), is not only periodic, but also

symmetric about the center of the well and the center of the barrier, excluding, for

example, sawtooth superlattices. At the band edges, the wavefunctions will then be

either symmetric or anti-symmetric at the center of the well and barrier regions.

Additionally, since the band edge wavefunctions must be orthogonal over one period,

conditions are placed on the number of zero crossings within one period depending on

the miniband index (no zero crossings at the bottom of the first miniband, one at the top

of the first and at the bottom of the second miniband, etc.). Using the symmetries, and

the required number of zero crossings, the recursion formula (2.28) can then be used

to generate the wavefunction for the band edges, with the energy as the iteration

variable.

Once the miniband edge energies are determined, the wavefunctions inside of

the minibands can be found as the sum of a real symmetric function, and an anti-

symmetric imaginary function, about the center of the barrier or well. The total

wavefunction is then calculated by using (2.28) separately for the real and imaginary

components, for energies within the given miniband. The superlattice wavevector,

for the given energy is then determined from the values of the wavefunctions at the

boundaries of one period of the superlattice.
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If the wavefunctions are highly localized in the well, the above procedure for

calculating the wavefunctions inside of the miniband can lead to some difficulties. Inside

of the barrier, the wavefunction decays exponentially with distance. For the diminishing

solution, any error is magnified exponentially (see Chow, 1972). In 2D systems, this is

solved by building the solution from both directions, and only for the proper energy

eigenvalue will the two solutions meet with

r
111 (z) igl (z)

rn*(z) v(z) m *(z) lif(z)
zo

(2.30)

as required. The problem, however, is in choosing the proper joining point, zo, such that

the wavefunction and its first derivative, as calculated from both the positive and

negative directions, are of appreciable magnitude so that (2.30) can be satisfied with

some accuracy. This difficulty was found to be the most problematic part of the

Numerov method as applied to any arbitrary 2D bound state.

In a symmetric superlattice, however, the exponential divergence can be avoided.

The conditions that lead to a divergent solution (high attenuation in the barrier region)

are also the conditions under which the wavefunction can be expressed as a localized

Wannier function (for example, Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976)

elk,mL elk,mL

m
(2.31)

where NJ, would be the band edge solution over one period obtained using symmetry

considerations (avoiding divergence) and m is an integer. Only one term is necessary

in (2.31) because of the high attenuation in the barrier region. For a tightly bound

miniband, the wavefunction squared is then essentially independent of the kz index, and

the energy versus k, relationship can be described by (for example, McKelvey, 1966)

Enk
A

= En + COS kzL) (2.32)
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where En is the miniband edge and An is the miniband width. For less tightly bound

cases, the wavefunction and energy eigenvalues are found numerically within the

minibands as discussed above. An example of the dispersion relation of the energy

eigenvalues, Enkz, versus k, for a superlattice is shown in Fig. 2.11. In Fig. 2.11a, the

dispersion is shown in the extended zone representation, while in Fig. 2.11b, it is shown

in the reduced zone, with the values of lc, restricted to the first minizone (-nil to g/L).

The two representations are equivalent since exp(ik,L), from (2.12), is equivalent in both

representations. In this work the reduced zone representation is chosen in all further

sections.

In the self-consistent solution for superlattices, it is sufficient to calculate the

wavefunction for about 10 kZ values within a miniband, since the nature of iiink; fink,

changes relatively slowly with k, (particularly for the lowest subbands, with the highest

occupancy) and the energy is a smoothly varying function (here a quadratic interpolation

between tabulated energy values is used). The Fermi level at equilibrium and the

occupation of each kZ state can then be found from (2.22), and the mobile charge

density as a function of position from (2.23). A new potential profile is then calculated

from the mobile charge and doping profile. The remainder of the calculation, until the

potential has converged, proceeds as discussed previously.

Figure 2.12 shows the potential and minibands calculated self-consistently for a

uniformly doped (4x1017/cm3) and a modulation doped superlattice. The well width is 50

A, with a 200 A barrier, which, in the modulation doped case, only the center 50 A is

doped (2x1018/cm3), such that the electron concentration in each case is 1x1012/cm2 per

period of the superlattice (dotted line). In the modulation doped cases, additional band

bending due to the large separation of the positively charged ionized donors and the

electrons can be seen, which alters the higher lying minibands compared to the uniformly

doped case. This effect is of course enhanced for wide spacers and heavily doped

barriers.
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3.0 Carrier Dynamics in Quantum Wells and Super lattices

In the present work, the focus is primarily on hot electron transport and relaxation

in low-dimensional or quantized semiconductor systems. The term "hot electrons"

implies that the average energy of the electrons is above that of an equilibrium

distribution. Charge carriers may be heated by an electric field, or by optical exitation.

Alternatively, carriers may be injected at high energies by potential steps in the band

edge, such as, for example, the emitter-base junction in heterojunction bipolar transistors

(HBT). The non-equilibrium carriers will tend to relax towards lower energies and

randomized momentum by inelastic and elastic scattering mechanisms. In quantum well

and superlattice systems, the energy and momentum relaxation of hot carriers is often

substantially different from that in bulk material.

The Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) is used here to simulate carrier

relaxation and transport in quantized systems. The approach is semi-classical, with

classical particle trajectories, terminated in scattering events determined quantum

mechanically. In the first section of this chapter, the BTE, and the Monte Carlo method

for the solution to the BTE, are discussed. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to

the calculation of scattering rates in quantum well and superlattice systems, necessary

for the solution to the BTE. The emphasis is on the derivation of scattering rates in

superlattice systems, as little information in this area is available in the literature. The

Monte Carlo method is applied to specific quantum well and superlattice systems in

Chapters 4 and 5.

3.1 Hot Carrier Transport and Relaxation

For many large scale devices, the so-called "drift-diffusion" model, with

phenomenalogical parameters such as mobility and diffusion coefficient, is sufficient for

describing the transport of carriers in semiconductor devices. Transport in this regime

is dominated by scattering (by lattice imperfections, other carriers and other

mechanisms), and the energy and momentum gained from an electric field or other

excitation is lost in the frequent collisions. Since the energy and momentum of the

charge carriers remains close to that of an equilibrium distribution, this is often refered
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to as equilibrium transport.

As device dimensions are reduced into the sub-micron range, non-equilibrium

(hot carrier) effects become increasingly important. The drift-diffusion model is often

extended to include non-equilibrium effects by incorporating an electric field dependence

in the mobility and diffusion coefficient. However, such an extension of an equilibrium

model is often invalid since rapid variations in the electric field may occur over a mean

free path (distance traveled between collisions). When the average particle velocity is

no longer an instantaneous function of the local electric field (i.e., when acceleration

effects are non-negligible), transport is termed non-stationary or convective. Non-

stationary transport is possible in high fields over short transit regions, and for carriers

injected at high energies over potential steps. On short timescales, the average velocity

may be substantially higher than the steady state velocity (velocity overshoot), which

may be advantageous for high speed device performance.

For ultra-short devices, on the order of tenths of microns or less, the possiblity

of ballistic (or near ballistic) transport also exists. Ballistic implies that transport

proceeds with negligible scattering, and hence no energy or momentum relaxation. At

low temperatures, for highly pure material, ballistic transport is possible in the low field

regime, as the mean free path is long. In the absence of scattering, electrons are able

to preserve a phase coherence, such that quantum interference phenomena are

observable. In Chapter 6, quantum transport in the ballistic limit is examined in 1D

systems. Ballistic transport is also possible for high energy electrons, although the mean

free path is much shorter.

In the intermediate regime, where scattering is non-negligible, yet not so strong

as to establish near equilibrium conditions, carrier transport and relaxation may be

described by the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE). This semi-classical approach in

quantized systems is limited, since scattering, and coherent quantum transport effects,

such as resonant tunneling, may both be of importance. In the approach taken here,

quantum effects are considered primarily in the calculation of the scattering probabilities,

although other quantum effects are treated to an extent within the superlattice transistor

model, discussed later in Chapter 5. Between scattering events, the carriers are treated

as classical particles with a given velocity, subject to accelerating forces. The collisions

are treated as instantaneous events which alter the particle's momentum, and energy
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(if inelastic mechanisms are present).

In a bulk semiconductor, the electron velocity between collisions is given by the

group velocity, v=1 /INKE(K), where K is the (3D) wavevector. For parabolic bands, as

assumed here, E(K)=1,2K2/2m*, and the electron velocity is related to the wavevector as

simply v=1K/rn*. The wavevector is refered to as the crystal momentum, since, in this

case of simple parabolic bands, it corresponds to the classical momentum of a particle.

In 2D systems and superlattices, the group velocity parallel to the layers is given by

hk /m *, where k is the 2D wavevector, as defined in Chapter 2. The velocity

perpendicular to the layers is irrelevant in purely 2D systems, since the electrons are

completely confined and therefore the velocity in one direction is not defined.

Charge carriers are assumed to be described by a one particle distribution

function, f(R,K,t), where R is position and t is time. Here f(R,K,t) defines the probability

of finding a particle in a small volume element dRdK in 6D phase space. At equilibrium,

the distribution function for electrons and holes (fermions) is given by the Fermi-Dirac

distribution. The BTE describes the time evolution of the distribution in both real and K-

space, as

of LK -VK f + v-VRf = of !coil U(R,K,t)7 at at
(3.1)

where U(R,K,t) is due to the recombination and/or generation of carriers (either thermally

or optically). The term containing the gradient in momentum space and that containing

the spatial gradient of the distribution function in the BTE (3.1) correspond to the drift

and diffusion terms of quasi-equilibrium transport models (i.e., the drift-diffusion model)

when averaged over the distribution function. The change in the distribution function

with time due to scattering (collisions) is represented by avat Scattering events are

assumed to be point-like instantaneous collisions which redistribute the momentum (and

energy) of the carrier distribution function. Further discussion of scattering is given in

3.3.

Several methods are commonly used to solve the BTE (3.1). The method of

moments is often used with analytical approximations for the distribution function, for

example, a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The lowest order moments of the BTE result
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in the continuity and drift-diffusion equations of transport. Higher order solutions may

also be used to include a spatial dependence of the average energy of the charge

carriers. Although the method of moments leads to useful analytical results for some

systems, the assumptions that must be made for the form of the distribution function are

crude and not applicable for many situations of interest. Iterative solutions to the BTE

solve for the distribution function numerically at each step in the iteration procedure, and

therefore are not limited by an assumption as to the form of the distribution. In the

Monte Carlo method, the distribution function is modeled directly by following the

dynamics (position, velocity, acceleration and changes in momentum and energy due to

scattering) of an ensemble of individual charge carriers. The Monte Carlo method was

chosen for the present work since it is the most intuitive procedure, and allows for the

greatest understanding of the effects of individual scattering mechanisms.

3.2 Monte Carlo Solution to the BTE

The Monte Carlo method is very general and can be applied to a broad range of

problems in all fields. It is of the most use when the individual probabilities of certain

events are known, but complex interdependencies between the probabilities cause other

methods to be impractical. In the general Monte Carlo method, a statistically significant

number of events are simulated, with the choice of events and specific outcome of each

individual event chosen randomly within the assumed probability distributions. The

Monte Carlo method, as applied to the transport and relaxation of charge carriers in

semiconductors, has been discussed in depth in the literature for bulk (for example,

Jacoboni and Reggiani, 1983) and 2D systems (Jacoboni and Lug li, 1989) and therefore

only a brief review is given here.

The Monte Carlo transport model is semiclassical, with the carriers obeying the

BTE as discussed in 3.1. The trajectory of particles is followed in time subject to

external forces and scattering. The simulation consists of periods of free flight, subject

to external forces, and instantaneous scattering events. The duration of each free flight

is determined by



P(t)dt = F[k(t)] exp(-IF[k(0] dt') dt
0
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(3.2)

where P(t) is the probability that the particle will experience the next collision with time

dt of t and F is the scattering rate. If a driving force, such as an electric field E parallel

to the plane of a quantum well, is present, the particle is accelerated during the free

flight, with the parallel momentum updated as k(t)=k(0)-eEtA. In the relaxation and

injection simulations considered here (Chapters 4 and 5), no such driving force is

present, but the possibility of the field is included as the same model has been applied

to transport problems in the presence of a parallel field (for example, Goodnick et al.,

1989).

In order to obtain a simple analytical form for the generation of the free flight

times, a constant scattering rate (k independent) is used, which is the sum of the actual

scattering rate for real events and a self-scattering rate. The constant scattering rate

used in the generation of the free flights is the maximum rate possible for the initial state,

Fmax. The free flight times can then be generated from the scattering probability,

as

P(t) = Flax exp( -1-1T'ax t)

I

tr =
n r

FalaX

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

where r is a random number distributed uniformly between 0 and 1. This self-scattering

approach has now become a standard part of Monte Carlo simulations.

At the end of each free flight, a scattering event is chosen by the generation of

a random number between 0 and rmax. The randomly generated number is then

compared to the actual scattering rates for the subband and momentum of that particle.

If the random number exceeds the total of the real scattering rates, self-scattering is

chosen, with no change to the particle's state. Otherwise, a real scattering mechanism

and final subband are chosen. The particle's momentum and energy are then updated
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consistent with the probability given by the particular scattering event, and a new free

flight time is generated.

Ensemble averages of the parameters of interest (such as subband occupation,

average energy, et cetera) are periodically printed during the simulation. Typically 5000

particles are included in the simulations discussed here.

The scattering rates used in the solution to the BTE are calculated using Fermi's

Golden Rule, discussed in the next section, based on the quantum mechanical solutions

for the envelope wavefunctions. In this work, the envelope wavefunctions and subband

minima are calculated numerically for the assumed potential profile as described earlier.

For doped material, or high carrier concentrations, self consistent solutions to the EMA

and Poisson's equation are used, discussed in 2.5.

Once the wavefunctions and energy eigenvalues are determined, the total

scattering rate for each mechanism is calculated by numerical integration over all states

consistent with the energy and momentum conservation requirements of the scattering

process. The scattering rates are tabulated for the mechanisms considered, for each

combination of initial and final subbands (both intrasubband and intersubband), and a

range of energies associated with the parallel momentum. Alternatively, a maximum

scattering rate may be assumed, with the actual rate determined during the simulation

with a rejection technique, discussed elsewhere (for example, Jacaboni and Lug li, 1989).

The maximum scattering probability for each initial state is obtained by summing over

all mechanisms considered.

3.3 Scattering in Quantum Wells and Super lattices

Scattering in a semiconductor arises due to the deviation of the crystal from a

perfect static lattice. Charge carriers may interact with lattice vibrations (phonons), other

electrons (intercarrier scattering), collective excitations of the electronic system

(plasmons), impurities and/or other defects, or other random potentials. Scattering

mechanisms may be either elastic, with a change in momentum, or inelastic, with a

change in the particles energy as well as momentum.

Scattering in quantized systems is altered from that in the bulk case because of the

differences in allowed energy states. Additionally, surfaces and interfaces lead to
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additional mechanisms not present in bulk material, such as surface roughness and

interface charge scattering. Modulation doping may be used to reduce ionized impurity

scattering, by physically separating the charge carriers from the dopant atoms. The

spatial overlap of the wavefunctions of the initial and final states is another factor which

affects scattering rates. Thus the quantization can appreciably alter the scattering rates,

and hence the carrier dynamics.

The various scattering rates are usually calculated by treating the potential

associated with the scattering center as a perturbation to the crystal potential. The result

of first order, time dependent perturbation theory is given by Fermi's Golden Rule (for

example, Schiff, 1955),

F(K,Kt) = 7,c11-11<i< 8(EK,-EKTTICO) (3.4)

Here the scattering rate from an initial state K to final state K' is given by an energy

conserving delta function (co=0 for elastic scattering) and a matrix element

HK,K = dR wi.<,(R) Vscat(R) NfK(R) (3.5)

where Vscat(R) is the scattering potential and the wavefunctions describe the initial and

final states of the unperturbed system. A number of approximations are required in

order to derive Fermi's Golden Rule. It is assumed that the scattering potential is weak

enough such that only the first term in the perturbation expansion need be retained.

Additionally, it is assumed that the time between collisions is long compared to the time

required to complete the actual scattering process. If the scattering probability is high,

such that scattering can not truly be considered an instantaneous event, there is an

uncertainty associated with the final state energy (sometimes referred to as collision

broadening) and the delta function in energy is not strictly valid. The total transition rate

from an initial state K is found by the summation of (3.4) over all possible final states,
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(3.6)

For bulk systems, the sum over K' may be converted to an integral as the

wavevectors are quasi-continuous (the volume is large). In a 2D system, state K' refers

to a discrete subband index i and a continuous parallel wavevector k'. The total

scattering rate in 2D then corresponds to an integral over the final parallel wavevector

and a summation over all final subbands. Similarly, states in a superlattice (in the

reduced zone representation used here) are characterized by a discrete miniband index,

the parallel wavevector, and a continuous superlattice wavevector, kz, ranging from -7/L

to +7/L. The total scattering rate in a superlattice is found by integrations over the

parallel and the superlattice wavevectors, and a sum over the final minibands.

Transistions occuring with one miniband (subband) are referred to intraminiband

(intrasubband) transitions, where as scattering from one miniband (subband) to another

are interminiband (intersubband) events. The distinction between intra- and

interminiband (or subband) scatterings is an important one, as will be seen in Chapters

4 and 5.

3.3.1 Polar Optical Phonons

In a polar semiconductor such as GaAs, one of the most important scattering

mechanisms is due to the Frohlich interaction of electrons and longitudinal polar optical

phonons (see for example, Ziman, 1960). The so called optical modes of vibration of

the crystal lattice, with adjacent atoms displaced 180° out of phase, are distinguished

from acoustical modes, in which the atom pairs are in phase. For longitudinal modes,

the displacement is in the same direction as the propagation of the lattice wave. The

oscillating dipole moment between cation and anion in III-V semiconductors gives rise

to a strong scattering potential for longitudinal modes. This interaction is inelastic, as

it involves the transfer of energy from the electron system to the lattice in quantized units

of energy called phonons.

In 2D and superlattice systems the phonon states of the crystal are affected by
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the presence of heterojunctions. Confined phonon effects are an area of much

theoretical study at both the microscopic (Huang and Zhu, 1988) and macroscopic level

(Riddoch and Ridley, 1985; Ridley, 1989; Wend ler and Pechstedt, 1986, 1987).

Proposed macroscopic models for phonon confinement lead to large differences in

calculated polar optical scattering rates (Ridley, 1989), depending on whether

electrostatic (zero potential) or mechanical (zero displacement) boundary conditions are

used at the interfaces. In addition to the slab modes, from electrostatic considerations,

or the guided modes, with mechanical boundary conditions, there are interface modes,

with non-zero displacement at the interfaces, allowed in each model. The confusion

surrounding the various models has been clarified to some degree by Huang and Zhu,

1988. The total polar optical phonon scattering rate considering both interface and

guided modes, even for wells as narrow as 50 A, is quite similar to that obtained by

including the confinement effects on the electronic states only (Riddoch and Ridley,

1985). Therefore, in this work, bulk phonons interacting with confined electrons are

assumed.

The matrix element squared for the polar interaction between bulk longitudinal

optical phonons and confined electrons in either a quantum well or superlattice may be

expressed as (Ridley, 1983; Price, 1981)

Hkk
2 Ice

2lIc° 1 1 1 (n
1 1) Hf(q) 6(k'-kci)LA E. q 2

(3.7)

The upper and lower signs refer to the absorption and emission of a phonon,

respectively. The appearance of the high and low frequency permittivities in (3.7) is due

to the ionic contribution to the polarizability, and col_ is the bulk (assumed dispersionless)

longitudinal optical phonon frequency. The delta function represents the momentum

conservation between the initial and final 2D wavevectors (k and k', respectively) and

the phonon wavevector q in the parallel direction. The factor n(L is the phonon

occupation factor, which in equilibrium is given by the Bose-Einstein distribution,
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(3.8)

Hfl(q) is an overlap integral between the initial (i) and final (f) subbands (minibands) of

the quantum well (superlattice) system. For electrons in a superlattice, the overlap

integral is defined by

= jdzxv,,kz(z)liff,k,_,.(z) fdz llf ( z f ( z /) exp(-q1z-z/1) (3.9)

where kz, and kZf are the initial and final wavevectors normal to the superlattice. This

overlap integral may be written in terms of the Bloch functions of the superlattice, and

then expanded in a Fourier series, yielding

2q Ifg(14,,k,,)12
=

L G q2 + (qz+G)2
(3.10)

with qz=k,f-k.. G is a reciprical lattice vector of the superlattice, G= 2itn /L (n=0, ±1,

±2,...), and L is the superlattice period. The details of the transformation from (3.9) to

(3.10) are shown in Appendix B. The superlattice form factor appearing in (3.10) is

given by

idz u,,"1(z) exp(-iGz) (3.11)

where u,(z) and uf(z) are the cell periodic superlattice Bloch functions, discussed in 2.4

and 2.5.2 (see also Appendix A). Typically taking n=-5 to +5 (G=-107c/L to 107c/L) is

more than sufficient for convergence of the sum in (3.10) for most superlattices.

The polar optical scattering rate in a superlattice is found from (3.4), (3.7) and

(3.10) as
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ne2coL
F,t(k,k1,kz,kz)

(
1 1 (n. 1

+ T1) E fG(Icz,lcz)12

(3.12)A 2 2 G q2 + (qz+G)2

5 (k'-k+q) 6 (Ef,kz,,k,-ElkzkTV03

The total scattering rate to all final states is then obtained from (3.6) as

F,(k,k,) = Fa(k,W,kz,kz,) 5(Ef,,,k, I,coL) =
f k,, k'

(3.13)
ft/L W 27c

AL E f dkz fdk/ id0 F,f(k,k1,k,,kz,) 5(Ef,kz,,k, Ei,kz VOL)

(2703 -Tc/L 0 0

Using the energy and momentum conserving delta functions, the integrals over the

parallel wavevector may be evaluated analytically,

A± L e ull,r. .E Iflf(kz'k.Mf,kzF,(k,k,)
27r

n/L

= At E fdkz,
f

with

f,

G (C B:)"2

fl(kz,kz,) 2

dO

B cos°
(3.14)



At =
e2wL 1 (nm, +

1 1

2112 E Es 2 2

mf,kz, 2m f,kz,"
= -kz-G)2 + k2 /1 +

( 1

B, = 2k
mf.kz,

k2 +
2m f,kz,

I'coL Ef,kz.)
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(3.15)

In the limit of a vanishingly small superlattice potential, the scattering rate reduces to the

bulk value

(
e20/7Vco 1 1 1 7 (3.16)

F3d(E) = _1 (n + _1 -1) sinh-1
2V2En J Cs 6)` 2 2 TicoL 2 2

For a 2D system and bulk-like phonons, the total scattering rate to all final

subbands, f, is found to be (for example, Price, 1981; Ridley, 1982; Goodnick and Lugli,

1988)

F(k) =
mf'e2ok 1 1

(n_ +
1 1) id@ Hfl(c/i)

C5i `-` 2 2 0 of
(3.17)

where the upper and lower signs refer to the absorption and emission processes

respectively. The phonon wavevector, qt, in each case is given by energy and

momentum conservation as



q2 k2, = k

(

m 2m *of mf 2rrifco*
1 + ± f 2k k2 + cos()

m, m;rt

l,(1)* = 1,coL ± (E, Ef)
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(3.18)

where y is the angle between the initial and final parallel wavevectors. The overlap

integral Hf,(q) in the 2D case is given by (3.9) with the k, indices suppressed.

In Fig. 3.1, the scattering rates for polar optical phonon emission in a quantum

well, a superlattice and in bulk GaAs are compared. For the quantum well and

superlattice, the scattering rate plotted is the total rate from the first subband (miniband)

to all others and the parallel energy is referenced to the bottom of the first subband

(miniband). For the superlattice, kz=0 was chosen, corresponding to the bottom of the

lowest miniband. In each of the 3 cases, the energy must exceed the polar optical

phonon energy (35 meV) in order for emission to occur. The abrupt discontinuities in

the quantum well scattering rate result from the steps in the 2D density of states function

as scattering to higher subbands becomes possible. Due to the miniband dispersion,

the scattering rate in superlattices shows less abrupt transitions, approaching the bulk

case as scattering to the upper (more bulk-like) minibands becomes possible. One

interesting feature of polar optical scattering, regardless of the dimensionality of the

system, is that the rate tends to decrease at higher energies. The electron drift velocity

in at high electric fields would continually increase as more electrons are accelerated to

high energies, with a decreasing scattering rate. At high energies, however, scattering

to the heavy mass satellite valleys dominates, as discussed below.

3.3.2 Intervalley Transfer

Intervalley scattering is an important mechanism in GaAs based structures for

electrons at high energy. Transfer of electrons from the high mobility (light mass) F

valley to the lower mobility (heavier mass) satellite valleys (L or X) results in the negative

differential mobility in the velocity field relationship in GaAs. The scattering can occur

due to either absorption or emission of a zone edge phonon (either acoustic or optical),
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Fig. 3.1: Polar optical phonon (emission) scattering rates. Scattering rates are shown
for a single 100 A GaAs/A1035Ga0.65As quantum well, and a 100/25 A GaAs/Alo 35Ga0.65As
superlattice. The quantum well scattering rate is for the lowest subband, with the energy
referenced to the bottom of that subband. The initial wavevector for the superlattice is
at the bottom of the lowest miniband (kz=0), again with the energy referenced to that
point. For comparison, the scattering rate versus total energy for bulk GaAs is also
shown.



and occurs between non-equivalent (ie, F to L) and equivalent (L to L) valleys.

In 2D systems (treating both the initial and final valleys as quantized),

the matrix element for intervalley scattering is given by (Goodnick and Lug li, 1988)

Hkfil,12 1E,2 1
2pAco,v 2 2i
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(3.19)

where p is the material density, Ev is the intervalley deformation potential, and co,v is the

intervalley phonon frequency. The total intervalley scattering rate is then

mt Ev lv
r

,2 , ( 1F,(k) = E E no +1 \T - 0 E + 2k2+TAI),,, Ef At
V. t 202o),,, 2 2i

\
2m,* i

(3.20)

where the sums are over the final valleys and subbands, and m*f is the effective mass

in the final subband of the final valley. The energy separation between the initial and

final valleys in the bulk band structure is denoted by 4,f, and E, and Ef refer to the initial

and final subband energies referenced to their respective valley minima. The 2D overlap

integral for intervalley scattering, If appearing in (3.19) and (3.20) is

lit dz I WV (z) 12 I 4f (z) 12
(3.21)

where the wavefunctions are those of the initial and final valley and subband.

The 2D result is easily extended to the case of a superlattice by again expanding

the wavefunction in terms of the Bloch functions and using a Fourier series expansion.

The intervalley scattering rate in a superlattice is then found to be



r(k,k1
E 2 /

1 1=EE Edit,
f,kz.

f 41CO2Woi
f

(

O + '2k2 Ef

) fLf."(k,,,k,f)

(3.22)
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In the bulk, the intervalley scattering rate is given by (for example, Lundstrom, 1990)

rcE,v ( 1 1
F(E) = E g3d ( E± A)

2pco,v 2 2
(3.23)

where 930 is the density of states in the final valley. In the 2D and superlattice systems,

the scattering rate is also proportional to the density of states, but scaled by the spatial

overlap of the initial and final states. In this work, an isotropic effective mass (0.22 mo)

in the L valley is used.

3.3.3 Screened Ionized Impurities

In a doped semiconductor, electrons interact with the screened Coulomb potential

due to ionized impurities. Scattering in this case is elastic as the mass of the ion is

much greater than that of the electron. Screening arises due to the presence of mobile

electrons and holes which modifies the scattering potential. In the Fourier domain, the

total screened potential (V101) is related to the unscreened Coulomb potential (Vext)

through the dielectric function, E(Q,co), as

Vm(0) = fdR e-'`" Vtoi(R) = 01,w) Vext(0) (3.24)

where E(Q,co) is in general a function of the wavevector Q and frequency w. The

dielectric function may be calculated in the Random Phase Approximation (RPA), (or

equivalently, the Lindhard method) and reflects the electronic polarizability of the charge

carriers. The derivation of the Lindhard dielectric function in bulk material is given in
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many solid state texts (for example, Ziman, 1972).

The dielectric function in 2D and superlattice systems can also be calculated

within the RPA. Stern (1967) originally examined the 2D case in the single subband

limit, and the more general multi-subband dielectric function has been derived by Siggia

and Kwok, 1970. The corresponding result in superlattice systems is given by Ishida,

1986 and Cui and Gumbs, 1990.

For ionized impurity scattering, the static limit of the RPA dielectric function is

sufficient (Ridley, 1988). In a bulk semiconductor, the static RPA dielectric function, in

the limit of small wavevectors (dominant for Coulomb potential scattering), reduces to

the Thomas-Fermi dielectric function (for example, Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976),

c(Q) = 1 + ;
Q2

e d n
dEt

(3.25)

where n is the electron density, Ef is the Fermi level and es is the low frequency

permittivity. The screened Coulomb potential in bulk material is then

Vtot (R) = e2

47cesR
e . e2vtot (0) =

(Q2 + k2)Es
(3.26)

The screened Coulomb potential is used as the scattering potential for ionized impurities

within the Brooks-Herring approach (for example, Lundstrom, 1990) employed in this

work.

In a superlattice, the matrix element for scattering by a single ionized impurity is

found from (3.5) to be

H = f dz liff,k,;(z) d2r1A e Vtot(r,z)

1 1

dz e
z (3.27)

NA
(z) uocz(z) Vtot(q,z) =

= 1 E fj*(kz,k Vtot(q,qz+G)NLA G
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where qz=k,f-k,,, q=k'-k, and fG' is the superlattice form factor (3.11) (see also Appendix

A). The indices i and f again refer to the initial and final minibands, L is the superlattice

period and N is the number of periods. The number of periods is of course infinite in the

limit considered here, and drops out of all final calculations. The transform of the

potential in (3.27) is defined by

V(q,c6) = idz exp( -icv) V(q,z)

V(q,z) = fdr exp(-iqr) V(r,z)

(3.28)

As discussed in Appendix B, the screened and bare Coulomb potentials in a superlattice

are related as

Vext(q,G4-qz) = E EGG,(chqz) Vtot(cl,Gi+clz) (3.29)

where the bare Coulomb potential and its transform for an impurity located at r,, z, are

given by

a 2 1-1/2

Vext(r,z) = [(r-ri)2 (z-z,)2.1

Vext(q,G+0 = e2 1

Es q2 + (G+qz)2
e

r, -1(G +qz)z,

(3.30)

The dielectric function, EGG, for the superlattice is derived in Appendix B for

completeness, since the notation of Ishida, 1986 is difficult to translate and typographic

errors appear in Cui and Gumbs, 1990.

The static, long wavelength (small q, small qz+G) limit for the dielectric function

is used here for the calculation of ionized impurity scattering rates. As shown in

Appendix B, in this limit (3.29) can be inverted to obtain the screened potential in a

superlattice as



where

Vm(q,G + qz)

1

1

Vext(cl,G az)
EG(CI,C1z)

q2 + (G + qz)2

EG(q,c1,) q2 + (G + qz)2 + q:

The screening constant qs is given by

2 e
f(Ekz,)

2c TC 2T12 n --/UL
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(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

where f(E) describes the energy distribution of the carriers. In the calculation of the

screening constant, f(E) is taken here as the Fermi-Dirac distribution. With this

approximation for the dielectric function, the matrix element (3.27) is then given as

1

Flf% = mi A
Ef*

K' ,kz) Vext(cl,qz+G) =
G

(3.34)

e 2 f *(kz ,kz)
e-t(G.c6)z

NLAE, G C12 + (G +06)2 + q:

Taking the square of the matrix element, and summing over the distribution of impurities,

F,f(k,le,k,,kz) =
2/c E I H,%12 8.(EK-E0 =

,

27r

AT,

e2

NLes_

2
f kz

f dz, N,(zi) E E
G (q2 + (G +qz)2 + (q2 + (Gi+qz)2

ei(G,-G)z, 6(Ek _ + Eicz Ekzf)

(3.35)

4-cis)
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where N,(z,) is the volumetric density of impurities at z,. Since the doping also has the

periodicity of the superlattice, it can be Fourier expanded as

eiG"z,= E N

G"

L
N 1

fG'n =
L

dz N,(z) e-iGnz
0

The integral over z, in (3.35) may then be evaluated, yielding

(3.36)

=
27ce f*(1c,,kz)fG,(kz,kzr)

LAT,E,2, GG' (q2 + (G +qz)2+ qf) (q2 + (Gi+qz)2+ ) (3.37)

6(Ek-Eic+Ekz-Ekz)

The total scattering rate from the initial state (i,k.,,,k) is then found as

Tc/L
pk, 4

F(k,kz) = E dkz nif*,kz E fG-G' kZ) it,(kz,kzf) IGG, (3.38)
J

47r2E,T12 -7t1L GG'

where the integral IGG, is given by

27t

=
dO

(CG B cos()) (CG, B cos())

27r CG

B2)312

27c

(CG, CG)

CG = CG, (3.39)

(C B2)112 B2)112

CG CG,
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The coefficients in (3.39) come from the definition of q and the energy conserving delta

function and are given by

CG = k2

B = 2k
If,kz,

2m;', E
1 + + + qs + (qz +G)2

rnocz,
T.12

(3.40)
/2

2m;",, E
k2 + E" = Ef

I12

In Fig. 3.2 the scattering rates due to ionized impurities in a uniformly doped and

a modulation doped superlattice are shown. The superlattice parameters are the same

as those in the example given in 2.5.2. The reduction in the scattering rate, due to the

spatial separation of the electrons from the ionized donors in the modulation doped

structure is evident. The scattering rate shown is the total rate for an electron initially

with a k, value corresponding to the bottom of the lowest miniband. For the higher lying

bands, the reduction in scattering due to the modulation doping is not so dramatic, since

there is an appreciable overlap of the higher miniband wavefunctions with the doped

regions.

It is noted that in obtaining (3.38) by first taking the square of the matrix element,

and then summing over the impurity sites, the possible correlation between impurities

has been ignored. This same methodology is used standardly in the 2D case (for

example, Yokoyama and Hess, 1986) and in 3D (Chattopadhyay and Queisser, 1981).

The difference between first taking the square and then summing, and performing the

operations in the reverse order amounts to neglecting the possible interference between

scattering sites. This subtlety has received little attention since the original work of Kohn

and Luttinger, 1957, where the ensemble average of the impurity centers was examined

for bulk material. Recent work by Levi et. al., 1989a, considered the partial ordering of

impurities in high density delta-doped layers. Levi et al. show that even for "random"

distributions of impurities, the structure factor (obtained by first summing over the

impurity centers and then squaring the matrix element) is reduced in heavily doped

material because the atoms are restricted to discrete lattice sites and double occupancy
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Fig. 3.2: Ionized impurity scattering rate (log scale) for bulk GaAs (Nd=4x1 017 cm-3) and
two GaAs/A10 35Ga0 65As superlattices. The x axis is the total energy in the bulk case, and
is referenced to the bottom of the lowest miniband for the superlattices. The superlattice
barrier and well widths are 200 and 50 A, respectively, and the initial wavevector is taken
at the bottom of the lowest miniband. The uniformly doped superlattice is doped the
same as the bulk. The modulation doped superlattice has undoped wells, and 2x1018
cm 3 doping in the center 50 A of each barrier, such that the average concentration is the
same in each case.
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is not allowed. The structure factor in high density modulation doped superlattices could

also reduce the scattering rate from that given here.

3.3.4 Carrier-Carrier Interaction

Carrier-carrier scattering is roughly divided into two regimes; the first being the

two particle interaction and secondly, collective excitations of the electron gas. In this

section, the two particle interaction is considered. Collective effects are not considered

here.

The matrix element for the two particle scattering, neglecting exchange and

correlation effects, is written as

HK,K = idR fdRi Vtot(R-R (R)Nii,(R)WK,(RI)kifi<(Ri) (3.41)

where K12 and K'12 are the initial and final states of the two particles involved and the

integrations are over the coordinate systems of each particle. The scattering potential

is due to a screened Coulomb interaction. The screened electron-electron interaction

in 2D has been examined in detail by Goodnick and Lugli, 1988, and thus is not

repeated here.

In a superlattice, the analysis of the screened electron-electron interaction

proceeds similarly as for ionized impurity scattering (see also Appendices A and B). The

matrix element between two electrons, one initially associated with the ith miniband and

wavevectors kz, and k,, and the other with miniband j, and wavevectors kz2 and k2 is

found as

Li limn 1 in* / Vext(C11,qz +G)
lk4.4(2 ANL flGm*

k fGr 5(q, +q2) 8(qz -4-ch,+G+Gi)

e 2
N-^N

ALes

f k) 8(ch,+qz2+Go)

+ (G 4-qz)2 (3.42)
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with the screening constant qs given by (3.33). Static screening is assumed valid for the

two particle interaction since it may be described in a static center of mass framework

(Ridley, 1988). The final minibands are m and n for the first and second electrons,

respectively. The primed quantities represent the final k and k, values, with the changes

in wavevector for each electron (1 and 2) given by qz=k,'-kz and q=k'-k. Go is a specific

reciprocal lattice vector defined by the delta function, with the kz values restricted to the

first minizone. The matrix element squared for the two particle interaction is then

where

H j7n
k,k,k,k2

e4 F 17Gc(kz,,,k.2z,12)
2 E E(ALEX G (c1+(qz,+G)24-ce)(ci;+(qz,+G')2+q) (3.43)

5(q1 +c12) 6(clz,+clz,±Go)

F g;n,Go , =f 111*(1,,,,,k,)fE:_G(1(z2 f !Gm, ) (3.44)

The scattering rate for two electrons, is performed by the summation over all the

final states,

F(ki,k2,k,,,kz2) =EEEEEE , limn 12

kk I

m n kz, kzz

[1 -f(m,k.;,kj] [1 -f(n,k;,I<)] 8(E1+E2-E;---E21)

(3.45)

For the non-degenerate case, the occupancy of the final state (f) is zero. Degeneracy

can be treated separately in Monte Carlo models (Goodnick and Lugli, 1988), so here

the non-degenerate limit is taken. The delta function containing ql in the matrix element

can be used to eliminate the sum over The sum over k2' can also be eliminated

using the energy conserving delta function. In order to do so, the vector quantities
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1 m* m Mr /
g

r

gr) ; gr ,k2 ; gr,
r

mk2 (3.46)
mm

are defined, as done in the bulk (for example, Jacoboni and Lugli, 1989) and 2D cases

(Goodnick and Lugli, 1991) for electron-hole scattering. This complication is necessary

in the present case for electron-electron scattering because of the average effective

mass considered for each k2 value. The reduced mass in (3.46) is that of the final

states,

2mmmn
Mr* =

*

rn n +mm

(3.47)

and the subscripts on the effective masses denoting the 1<, value have been dropped for

convenience. The scattering rate can then be evaluated as

e4mr"

J
clkz: E E IGG/8(c1,,+cl22 +Go)

-n/L e2,27t2VAL G (3.48)

The integral IGG, is over the angle between gr and gr, and the result is given by (3.39) but

with

m Es 12Aq2 ;g

B =

-1/2

mEs 20q 1 g2

V q 4

+ EL, Ekrn, Eknz;

(3.49)
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The term Aci is due to the difference in average effective masses and depends on the

initial parallel wavevectors as

*)Mr'( Mm Mr*(rrinrn
k22Aq2

Mni Mn*M:
(3.50)

The total scattering rate for the first electron with any second electron is then given by

Fi(ki f(j,k2,kz)
j k2 kz2

(3.51)

where F,j(k,,k2,k,,,k,2) is given by (3.48) and f(j,k2,k,2) is the distribution function for the

initial state of the second electron.
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4.0 Intersubband Relaxation in Coupled Quantum Wells

In many opto-electronic devices, the response time is limited by the decay of

carriers from excited states to the ground state. In quantum well systems, this decay

occurs by both intrasubband (within a subband) and intersubband (from one subband

to another) relaxation. The intersubband scattering rate in a single quantum well is

generally somewhat less than the intrasubband rate, and therefore can be the limiting

factor in the decay. Intersubband scattering is thus of interest not only from a

fundamental point of view, but also for the application of high speed opto-electronic

quantum well devices. In multiple quantum well systems, intersubband scattering can

be suppressed by reducing the spatial overlap of the subband wavefunctions. The

intersubband relaxation time in such systems may be made arbitrarily long depending

on the degree of localization of the wavefunctions of the relevant subbands.

Optical techniques such as photoluminescence, absorption and Raman

spectroscopy have been used extensively in experimental studies of quantum well and

superlattice systems. Time-resolved photoexcitation is a relatively direct probe of the

dynamics of hot carriers on the picosecond and sub-picosecond time scales. In this

chapter, Monte Carlo simulations for carrier relaxation in multiple quantum wells are

compared to published experimental results obtained by optical measurements on similar

structures (Ober li et al., 1990; Seilmeier et al., 1988). In the first case studied, two

quantum wells of different widths are coupled together by a barrier. The intersubband

relaxation time is seen to depend exponentially on the barrier width, and a resonance

phenomena is observed when the wells are biased such that the subband separation is

approximately one optical phonon energy. The intersubband relaxation in this case may

be considered as a phonon assisted tunneling process which results in the transfer of

carriers from one well to the other. The second structure examined consists of narrow

wells with a thick modulation doped barrier. In this modulation doped structure, the

relaxation time for the excited carriers in the upper subbands is limited by the real space

transfer from states localized in the barrier to the ground states of the well. Self-

consistent solutions for the subband energies and wavefunctions including the effects

of the excited carriers are seen to be an important consideration in this case.
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4.1 Asymmetric Coupled Quantum Wells

There has been considerable experimental and theoretical interest recently in

coupled quantum well systems. Time-resolved photoluminescence is often used to

experimentally observe the relaxation of optically generated electrons and holes. Here,

we concentrate on the work of Ober li et al. (1990), where GaAs wells of 100 and 63 A

are separated by an A10.35Gao.65As barrier. Eight repetitions of these coupled wells

(separated by thicker A10.35Ga065As barriers) are placed in the intrinsic region of a p-i-n

diode, so that the reverse bias across the diode determines the linear potential profile

of the coupled wells. The energy levels, and degree of overlap of the wavefunctions,

can be controlled by varying the applied bias across the diode. For the range of fields

studied here, the subband associated with the wider well is raised with respect to that

of the narrow well in the conduction band. Additionally, the field is low enough such that

the wavefunctions are essentially bound. Figure 4.1 shows the wavefunctions for the

lowest two conduction subbands at a field of 50 kV/cm, calculated with the Numerov

method described in Chapter 2. The wavefunction associated with the ground state

subband (E1) is very localized in the narrow well, with the second level (E2) localized in

the wider well. Also shown in the figure is the wavefunction overlap (the product of the

wavefunctions), on an enlarged scale. The magnitude of the overlap is strongly

determined by the field across the wells and the width of the barrier separating them.

The overlap integral, or form factor, for polar optical scattering in 2D systems,

discussed in 3.3.1, is given by the double integral over the overlap of the wavefunctions

and an exponential containing the phonon wavevector, q, as

Hfi(q) = idz vi(z) V(z) idz ig,*(z yff(z e-glz-z' (4.1)

where kv, and kiff are the envelope wavefunctions of the initial and final subbands (3.9).

In Fig. 4.2, the form factor versus wavevector for the E2 to E1 transition is shown at a

field of 70 kV/cm for barrier widths ranging from 45 to 65 A. At q=0, the form factor goes

to zero due to the orthogonality of the wavefunctions. An exponential dependence on

barrier width is observed, as one would expect from a simple argument based on the
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Fig. 4.1: Potential and envelope wavefunctions for coupled wells in an electric field (50
kV/cm). The well widths are 100 and 63 A, separated by a 50 A A10.35Ga0.65As barrier.
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Fig. 4.2: Polar optical form factor (log scale) versus scattered wavevector (varying
barrier width). The electric field is 70 kV/cm.
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exponential attenuation of the wavefunctions in the barrier regions, although the

calculated overlap shows a more complicated dependence (Fig. 4.1).

To model the intersubband relaxation, the Monte Carlo model discussed

previously (Chapter 3) is utilized. In this case, we model the dynamics of carriers in both

the valence and conduction bands. Only heavy holes are included, in the single band

effective mass approximation. Electron hole pairs are generated in accordance with an

empirical model (Goodnick and Lug li, 1988)

G(t) = lo cosh-2(2.634 t/tp) (4.2)

where tp is the pulse half width and lo is determined by the total number of injected

particles. The probability of each possible transition at the excitation wavelength

(conserving parallel momentum) is weighted by the oscillator strength of the relevant

valence and conduction subbands, determined from the envelope wavefunctions.

As mentioned previously, the dominate intersubband scattering mechanism (for

energies exceeding the phonon emission threshold) is polar optical phonon emission

(section 3.3.1). Carrier-carrier scattering is included in the quantum well model, but

contributes mainly to the intrasubband thermalization of carriers, occurring on the sub-

picosecond time scale. Transverse optical phonon scattering is also included for the

holes. However, due to the heavy mass, the holes are seen to have little effect on the

modeled results, and so are not discussed further here. Because low optical excitation

levels are assumed (a carrier generation of approximately 1.5x101° cm-2) and the

structure is nominally undoped, self-consistent solutions were seen to have negligible

effect on the simulated results.

The Monte Carlo results for the occupation of the subband associated with the

wider well (E2) show an exponential decay rate in time. In Fig. 4.3, the decay time (1/e

value) is shown versus barrier width for a field of 70kV/cm. At this value of electric field,

the subband separation substantially exceeds the optical phonon energy for the barrier

thicknesses considered. As expected from the form factor, the decay time depends

exponentially on barrier thickness, ranging from about 260 ps to over 8 ns with only a

20 A increase in barrier width. The value of the barrier effective mass used in the

calculation of the wavefunctions was also seen to have a large influence on the
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simulated results, although the energy levels were barely affected. This fact is again

consistent with simple considerations of the exponential attenuation of thewavefunctions

in the barrier region.

In the experimental work of Ober li et al. (1990), the low temperature

photoluminescence spectra shows peaks corresponding to recombination of excited

carriers from both the wide well and the narrow well. With the detector tuned to the

wavelength of the wide well transition, the time resolved photoluminescence intensity

was measured following a brief (750 fs) excitation pulse. The decay of the wide well

photoluminescence intensity reflects two competing mechanisms. Electrons associated

with the wide well subband can recombine with holes in the valance band, giving rise to

the photoluminescence, or can relax first to the ground subband, localized in the narrow

well, before recombining. In principle, the matrix element for the recombination process

will depend on the availability of holes, and thus their spatial variation. However, as

mentioned earlier, the heavy mass of the holes prevents an appreciable transfer from

one well to the other and the recombination process in the wide well is proportional to

the population of electrons in the subband E2 in this particular experiment. Non-radiative

transitions between the conduction and valence bands are also conceivable, but are

considered negligible. In order to compare the simulated results for intersubband

relaxation to the measured photoluminescence decay time, a constant recombination

lifetime of 750 ps is assumed here. The rates for the competing mechanisms are

assumed additive.

Figure 4.4 shows the experimental photoluminescence data of Ober li et al.,

compared with the Monte Carlo intersubband relaxation times (adjusted to include the

recombination lifetime) from the wide well as a function of electric field. The barrier

width is taken as 50 A, as reported by TEM measurements. The inset shows the overlap

integral as a function of scattered wavevector at three fields. Below 50 kV/cm, the

subband separation is less than the optical phonon energy in GaAs (35 meV), and

intersubband scattering by polar optical emission is possible only for the few carriers with

sufficient parallel energy to exceed the emission threshold. The intersubband relaxation

time is extremely long. An abrupt transition in the decay time occurs around 50 kV/cm,

where the energy separation is equal to the optical phonon energy, as shown in Fig. 4.5.

Past this phonon resonance condition, the decay time again increases with increasing
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field. For subband separations exceeding the phonon energy, the intersubband

scattering rate for emission is determined by H(q_)/q_ (see section 3.3.1). For increasing

fields, the subband separation is increased, increasing the minimum phonon wavevector

for emission, q_, set by energy and momentum conservation. The form factor, H(q ),

decreases with increased field as the overlap is reduced (Fig. 4.4 inset). The

combination of these two effects leads to a decrease in the scattering rate, as shown in

Fig. 4.6, and a corresponding increase in decay time. Also shown in Fig. 4.6 is the

scattering rate for fields where the subband separation is less than one optical phonon

energy. In this case, a high parallel wavevector is necessary in order to exceed the

threshold for the emission process.

The agreement between the simulated and experimental results shown in Fig. 4.4

is surprisingly good. Around resonance however, the comparison shows some

discrepancies. The Monte Carlo model predicts shorter times, with the minimum time

at 50 kV/cm. The photoluminescence data shows a less sharp threshold for the phonon

assisted relaxation, with the minimum decay time at approximately 58 kV/cm. Some of

the spread in the experimental data could be due to field inhomogeneities and well and

barrier width variations, although it is also likely that the confined phonon effects

neglected here would contribute to the width of the resonance. This interpretation is

somewhat supported by the fact that the experimental decay time minimum, at 58 kV/cm,

corresponds to a subband separation of 48 meV. A10.35Gao65As exhibits a dual mode

behavior with polar optical phonon energies of approximately 35 and 47 meV (Adachi,

1985), which is not reflected in the present Monte Carlo simulation. More recent Monte

Carlo simulations have included both the GaAs and AlAs phonon modes (Goodnick, Lary

and Lugli, 1991).
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4.2 Modulation Doped Wells

Seilmeier et al. (1988, 1989) have studied intersubband relaxation in modulation

doped structures at room temperature by an infrared bleaching technique. Carriers were

excited from the lowest subband to the excited states by a tunable optical pulse of 2 ps

duration, and the subsequent decay of the excited carriers was monitored by the

absorption of a second weaker pulse tuned to absorption peak, which is time delayed.

The initial excitation level was such that approximately half the carriers were excited

during the initial pulse. The structures studied consisted of narrow (approximately 50 A)

GaAs wells separated by wide (400 A) modulation doped AIGaAs barriers. Observed

decay times were on the order of 10 ps, much longer than expected for single quantum

well intersubband relaxation. As noted by Seilmeier et al., the well widths and Al mole

fraction in the barrier (0.3 to 0.35, depending on the structure) are such that the excited

subband is very close to the top of the well. Therefore, it was suggested by Seilmeier

and co-workers that the wavefunction for the excited subband contained considerable

penetration into the barrier region, reducing the overlap and hence the intersubband

scattering rate from the excited state to the ground state, localized in the narrow well,

qualitatively explaining the slow decay. However, only infinite potential well models for

intersubband relaxation rates were available, inappropriate for quantitative comparison

to the results of this experiment.

To approximate the experimental studies of Seilmeier, the structure shown in Fig.

4.7 is used. Here two narrow wells are separated by a wide modulation doped barrier,

with 150 A undoped spacers. The center 100 A of the barrier is n-type, doped at

5x1017/cm3. As continuum states can not be treated within the present quantum well

model, the barrier height in the outer regions is taken artificially high. The potential

profile, wavefunctions and energy subbands shown in the figure are calculated self-

consistently assuming an equilibrium distribution of electrons. The ground states,

denoted as Ewl in the figure, are essentially degenerate (less than 1x10-5 eV separation)

symmetric and anti-symmetric solutions heavily localized in the wells. The upper state

denoted by Ebi is localized mainly in the barrier region. The next two higher levels are

of a mixed nature, and are designated as and Ew2+.

In the Monte Carlo simulation, the optical excitation was modeled with a pulse
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half width of 1 ps, transferring half the carriers from the Ewl levels to Ew2+ conserving

parallel momentum in the process. Here we have assumed the peak in the intersubband

absorption is dominated by the Ew, to Ew2+ transition since the Ew2+ state has the highest

overlap with the ground states of the wells. A more exact calculation would include

generation of carriers in all of the upper subbands weighted by the matrix elements of

the transition and consistent with the spectral width of the pulse. The majority, however,

would be generated into the Ew2+ subband.

Three different model assumptions for the calculation of the wavefunctions and

subband energies were examined here. In the first case, the effective potential of the

doping and free charge was ignored entirely, and finite square wells (FSW) were used

for the calculation of the energy levels and wavefunctions. Secondly, the self-consistent

(SCN) solutions shown in Fig. 4.7 were used for the calculation of the scattering rates.

In the third approximation, the distribution of carriers within the various subbands during

and after the excitation pulse is included in the self-consistent (SC) solutions for the

wavefunctions and the scattering rates. Within this approximation, the energy levels,

wavefunctions and corresponding scattering rates are recalculated continually during the

simulation, whenever the change in the occupation of the lower subbands changed by

more than 5%. Because of the artificially high barriers in the outer regions, it was

necessary to weight the charge of the electrons in the center barrier region by a factor

of 1/2 and shift this charge to the outer regions to retain charge neutrality and avoid

overestimating the effect of the real space transfer of the electrons to the center barrier

region. As electrons are transferred to the higher states, their negative charge tends to

cancel the positive charge of the ionized donors in the barrier region. In the self-

consistent solution, this is reflected by a reduction of the field in the barrier, flattening out

the potential profile in that region. As the potential variation in the barrier is reduced, the

upper states become more localized in the well rather than the barrier region, increasing

the overlap and thus decreasing the decay time to the ground states. Classically, one

could think of the flattening of the potential as causing the electrons to spill out of the

barrier back into the wells.

The absorption coefficient, including stimulated emission, is approximately

proportional to the population of the ground states subband. The transmission results

of Seilmeier are then an approximate measure of (1-n(E,)), which is equivalent to the
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population of the upper subbands, if the L valley is unpopulated. In Fig. 4.8 the Monte

Carlo results for the normalized population of the upper subbands are shown for the

three approximations discussed above. The experimental results of Seilmeier et al. for

a 47 A well width, with a time constant of 14 ps, are also shown. As expected, the

decay time for the FSW model is exceedingly short, with the majority of the carriers

relaxing to the ground state within the excitation pulse duration (<2 ps). The SCN

model, without the recalculation of the scattering rates, gives a time constant much

longer than that observed experimentally (88 ps). Including the dynamic recalculation

of the scattering rate brings the modeled results into reasonable agreement with the

measured data, although the SC model gives a non-exponential time dependence as

expected from the decreasing scattering rates as the carriers leave the barrier states.

In the three models discussed above, polar optical phonon emission and

absorption are the dominate scattering mechanisms included. Intervalley scattering (F

to L and L to F) was included, with the barrier height in the L valley identical to that of

the central F valley. With that assumption, a negligible number of carriers transferred

to the L valley, because of the position of the L valley energy subbands. As a further

refinement to the models, the confinement in the L valley was adjusted to properly reflect

the L valley band gap in Al GaAs. For a mole fraction of 0.35, close to the direct to

indirect transition in Al GaAs, this results in a barrier of only 0.08 eV in the L valley.

Because of the heavy effective mass of electrons in the L valley (assumed here to be

isotropic and equal to 0.22 mo), the wavefunctions still show considerable localization,

although the subband energy separations are reduced because of the small barrier

height. With these assumptions for the L valley, the SCN and SC models were re-run.

Approximately 20% of the excited carriers quickly transferred to the L valley, but the

return rate is slower since the heavy mass in the L valley results in an even smaller

overlap of the barrier L valley states with the ground state than the upper subbands of

the F valley. Additionally, the lowest subband of the L valley is more localized in the

barrier region. The time dependence of (1-f(E,I)) in the central valley, relevant for the

optical measurements, is shown in Fig. 4.9 for the SC and SCN models including the

proper L valley quantization. As expected, the SCN results are still considerably slower

than those found experimentally. However, the non-exponential tail of the SC (with

recalculation) model is reduced with the transfer of carriers to the L valley included. This
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is as expected, since the potential profile remains flatter in the barrier region with the

additional charge of the L valley carriers. The SC (with recalculation) model, including

the L valley effects, is in good agreement with the experimental results of Seilmeier et

al.

Monte Carlo modeling of this experiment has also been performed by Educato,

et al., 1989, who included effects of confined phonons in the polar optical phonon

scattering rate. The wavefunctions and potential were calculated considering the doping,

and uniform distributions of the electron charge in the well and barrier, rather than a full

self-consistent solution. Monte Carlo simulations were performed using scattering rates

calculated from the initial wavefunctions (similar to the no-recalculation model presented

here), for various assumptions as to the percent of carriers in the well versus barrier

regions. The modeled results of Educato et al. are considerably longer than those

observed experimentally, and a minimum time constant of 50 ps was reported, even

when the effect of the modulation doping was reduced by assuming only 10% of the

electrons were in the well. Presumably this extremely long decay time is due to the

slab-mode model used by Educato et al. for the confined phonons. It is expected that

the guided mode model for phonon confinement effects, or the bulk model employed

here, would lower their modeled time constants significantly.
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Fig. 4.9: Normalized population including the effects of the L valley in the modulation
doped wells.
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5.0 Hot Electron Super lattice Base Transistors

As discussed in section 3.1, non-stationary quasi-ballisitic transport may result

in decreased transit times in devices, potentially providing higher frequency operation.

An abrupt change in the conduction band edge of heterojunction bipolar transistors

(HBT) has been used as an effective "launching pad" for electrons from the emitter into

the base (for example, Levi et al., 1989). The charge carriers traverse the first portion

of the base quickly, and then tend towards a thermal distribution as they are scattered

by other carriers and impurities in the heavily doped base. Hot electron effects are often

studied in unipolar, rather than bipolar, transistors as higher injection energies are

possible without the presence of the p-n junction. Unipolar hot electron superlattice base

transistors have been proposed as a vehicle for studying transport in the higher lying

minibands of superlattices (Goodnick, 1987; Lent, 1987), a regime which is inaccessible

in bipolar superlattice base transistors (Capasso and Kiehl, 1985). Experimental results

for unipolar hot electron transistors (England, 1989) have shown that transport in these

devices does indeed proceed by high energy miniband conduction.

In this chapter, the possible advantages of a superlattice base for maintaining

high energy transport are examined. The first section gives a brief introduction to the

concept of hot electron transistors. The unipolar hot electron superlattice base transistor

is then examined in detail. A Monte Carlo model is used to examine the relative

importance of the various energy and momentum loss mechanisms discussed in Chapter

3 for the miniband electrons. Modeled results for the transfer ratio with and without the

superlattice are compared. Additional device design considerations are also mentioned.

5.1 Hot Electron Transistors

Hot electron effects are present to some degree in any semiconductor device with

high fields and/or short transport regions. As mentioned previously, ballistic transport

may improve the base transit time in HBTs. The non-stationary behavior of hot electrons

may also be utilized to improve the transconductance in short channel metal-oxide-

semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) (Sai-Halasz, 1989), although reliability

and long-term stability of such devices is always of concern due to the possibility of hot
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carrier trapping in the gate oxide. Non-volatile memory devices based on MOSFETs rely

on hot carrier injection from the semiconductor into the insulator region as a method of

charge storage. Real space transfer (Hess, 1988) transistors are another example of

a device which relies on hot electron effects for its operation. In real space transfer

devices, negative differential resistance (NDR) results from the transfer of carriers from

one material to another of lower mobility, similar to the Gunn effect caused by intervalley

transfer. The modulation doped quantum wells of Seilmeier et al. (1988,1989) discussed

in 4.2 may also be viewed as real space transfer devices, with charge transfer from well

to barrier regions.

Various transistor structures have been proposed and fabricated for the purpose

of studying hot electron transport. In this work, the term hot electron transistor is meant

to include only those transistors designed specifically to utilize hot electron phenomena,

although non-equilibrium transport is present in all the devices mentioned in the

preceding paragraph, as well as a variety of other structures. Some of these

experimental hot electron transistors may eventually prove to be advantageous for high

speed circuit applications, although, even if not, the information gained on non-

equilibrium transport from these structures is of value in the design of more conventional

devices. The main detractor in unipolar hot electron transistors as circuit elements is the

relatively low transfer ratio. Excellent reviews of hot electron transistors are provided by

Heiblum, 1981, and Luryi and Kastalsky, 1985, among other more recent sources (for

example, Hayes and Levi, 1986; Hayes, 1988; Luryi, 1990). In this section only the

basics of hot electron transistors are covered as an introduction to hot electron

superlattice base transistors.

Hot electron transistors, as defined here, contain three basic components; a

source of electrons, referred to as the injector or emitter, secondly, a transit region (i.e.,

the base), and lastly, a collector region. In the following discussions, only GaAs based

unipolar devices, where the emitter, base and collector are all n-type, are considered.

In Fig. 5.1, the conduction band edge for different injector designs are shown

schematically (after Luryi, 1990). In each case, electrons are transmitted from the

emitter (left) to the base (right), gaining kinetic energy in the process. The first design,

a triangular barrier, contains an electric field which accelerates the charge carriers. A

triangular barrier such as this may be formed with a graded band gap material, or by the
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electrostatic potential of a thin p-type layer as in planar doped barrier transistors (for

example, Hayes et al., 1984; Hayes 1988). A potential step (a ballistic "launching pad")

provides the gain in kinetic energy in the second case (Fig. 5.1(b)), as in abrupt HBTs.

In each of these cases, the injected electron velocity is strongly peaked in the forward

direction, as required from the conservation of parallel momentum. Figure 5.1(c) shows

a tunnel injector, which has a number of advantages as the emitter when studying hot

electrons. The energy (and forward velocity) distribution of the carrier injected through

the tunnel barrier is more strongly peaked than either of the injectors in Fig. 5.1a and

Fig. 5.1b, since the transmission through the barrier acts as a low energy filter.

Additionally, the spread in energy of the injected carriers is relatively independent of the

bias applied between base and emitter, minimizing the number of parameters which vary

with applied bias in experimental devices.

The transit region of hot electron transistors (the base) must be kept short (-1000

A) in order to minimize scattering in the base. As in conventional bipolar transistors, the

thin base must be heavily doped in order to avoid unreasonably large contact, series and

spreading resistances. These resistance terms are of importance for possible high

speed applications because of RC time constant delay limitations on the device

performance. Additionally, even if high frequency performance is not an issue,

nonlinearities in contact and spreading resistances make interpretation of experimentally

observed hot electron effects difficult. At the high doping levels necessary for minimizing

these resistances, substantial scattering by the impurities and other carriers is present,

reducing the potential advantage of hot carrier transport. One exception to the

requirement of a heavy base doping is the induced base transistor (Luryi, 1985), where

the nominally undoped base consists of a thin quantum well contacted by means of a

2D electron gas induced by the band bending.

The collector is the third terminal of a hot electron transistor. Figure 5.2 shows

two hot electron transistor designs; a planar doped barrier transistor and the tunneling

hot electron transfer amplifier (THETA) device (Heiblum, 1981). In each of these

devices, a potential barrier is placed in series between the base and collector regions.

The purpose of the collector barrier is two-fold. First, for unipolar devices, it provides a

means of blocking current flow from the base to collector (emitter-base grounded), as

does the reverse biased p-n base-collector junction of bipolar transistors. Secondly, the
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Fig. 5.1: Hot electron injector designs (after Luryi, 1990). (a) triangular barrier, (b)
potential step and (c) tunnel injector.
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Fig. 5.2: Hot electron transistors. (a) planar doped barrier and (b) THETA device.
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height of the collector barrier, with respect to the injection energy of the carriers, may be

varied by means of the collector base bias. By varying the barrier height, "hot electron

spectroscopy" (Hayes et al., 1984) is possible. Electrons injected from the emitter

traverse the base, with some fraction, a (the transfer ratio) arriving at the collector. For

a large positive collector-base bias, the barrier height is small and the devices operate

in the standard transistor mode, with a maximized. If the height of the collector barrier

is increased, by means of the collector base bias, the collector current is reduced, as

electrons with insufficient kinetic energy (more precisely, momentum perpendicular to the

barrier) are unable to cross the barrier to the collector. The derivative of the collector

current with respect to the barrier height is thus a measure of the electron energy

distribution. The collector barrier is therefore often referred to as the energy analyzer.

Ballistic peaks in the derivative of the collector current with respect to collector bias,

corresponding to the high energy injected electrons, have been observed experimentally

in both the THETA device (Heiblum et al., 1985) and planar doped barriers (Hayes and

Levi, 1986).

The design of the collector barrier of hot electron transistors must consider

several factors. First, finite transmission and reflection coefficients at the barrier will also

in part determine the collector current. Early metal base transistors (circa 1966) had low

transfer ratios, limited, among other things, by reflection at the metal-semiconductor base

collector Schottky barrier. In GaAs heterostructures, reflection is not so much of a

concern as a limit for the transfer ratio, since the collector barrier height is generally

much smaller than the Schottky barrier height (see Luryi and Kastalsky, 1985).

However, for studying the electron distribution by hot electron spectroscopy, a sharp

transition from zero to unity transmission is desirable. Therefore, Al GaAs collector

barriers are generally compositionally graded over =100 A to provide better energy

resolution at the analyzer.

For spectroscopy, it is also desirable that the peak of the collector barrier be at

the base edge, rather than towards the collector end. An opposing field in the collector

barrier makes the measured hot electron spectra a mixture of the non-equilibrium base

transport and the low energy diffusive type transport above the barrier. Ideally, one

would want all electrons collected which reach the collector barrier with energy greater

or equal to the barrier height.
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The THETA device, shown in Fig. 5.2(b), is the basis of the hot electron

superlattice base transistor to be discussed in section 5.3.

5.2 Super lattice Base Transistors

Resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs) have been studied extensively in the last

decade. The RTD is a double barrier structure, which exhibits a negative differential

resistance (NDR) in its current voltage characteristics due to a resonant peak in the

transmission characteristics, as mentioned in Chap. 2. However, the two terminal nature

of RTDs may limit their circuit applications. A unipolar resonant tunneling hot electron

transistor (RHET) (Yokoyama et al., 1988) may be formed by replacing the emitter

barrier of the THETA device by a double barrier structure, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The

emitter base characteristics of this device are basically those of a double barrier RTD.

If the emitter is biased such that the Fermi level is coincident with quasi-bound state of

the potential well between the barriers, a peak in the collector current occurs. This

device also shows a region of negative transconductance. Circuit applications, such as

frequency multipliers and logic and memory elements, of these "quantum effect"

transistors are reviewed by Capasso et al., 1990.

Bipolar resonant tunneling transistors have also been proposed and fabricated

(Capasso, 1986; Capasso et al., 1986, 1988; Reed et al., 1988). Additionally, Cappasso

and co-workers have observed negative transconductance in bipolar transistor structures

with a p-type superlattice base region. In this bipolar device, the base transport is by

minority carrier diffusion through the lowest lying miniband only (Capasso et al., 1990).

Unipolar superlattice base hot electron transistors were proposed independently

by Goodnick, 1987, and Lent, 1987. The first experimental results on unipolar

superlattice base hot electron transistors are due to England et al., 1989. Clear

evidence of miniband conduction in the second, third and fourth minibands was

demonstrated. In the following section, the unipolar hot electron superlattice base device

is discussed, and results of a Monte Carlo simulation of transport in the superlattice are

presented.
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Fig. 5.3: Resonant hot electron transistor (Yokoyama et al., 1988).
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Fig. 5.4: Unipolar hot electron superlattice base transistor.
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5.3 Unipolar Hot Electron Super lattice Base Transistors

The band diagram for a unipolar hot electron superlattice base transistor is shown

in Fig. 5.4. The device consists of a tunnel emitter, a superlattice base, a collector

barrier, and the collector region. Here, the device is shown with a triangular collector

barrier, as in the device fabricated by England et al., 1989. Separate contacts are made

to the n-type doped emitter, base and collector. The emitter-base junction controls the

injection into the superlattice. At low temperature, electrons are injected in the narrow

range of energy between the emitter conduction band edge and the emitter Fermi level.

The energy distribution of injected carriers is further peaked by the tunnel injector as

discussed above. As with the resonant tunneling transistor, NDR in the emitter-base

current-voltage characteristics is possible.

Weak NDR was observed by England et al., 1989, in the superlattice base

device, as is shown in Fig. 5.5. The emitter current rises as the emitter is biased into

the second, third and fourth minibands (MB2, MB3 and MB4 in the figure), and shows

regions of NDR when biased in the minigaps. Due to the high base doping level and low

temperature (4.2 K), transport through the lowest miniband in the degenerate base is not

observed. Of more interest from the experimental results is the transfer ratio, a

(collector to emitter current ratio). Figure 5.6 shows the transfer ratio obtained by

England et al. for base- collector biases of 0.4 and 0.1 V (collector positive with respect

to base). As in Figure 5.5, base-emitter biases in the range 0.1 to 0.26 V correspond

to injection into the third miniband, and injection into the fourth miniband occurs above

0.28 V. For Vcb=0.4 V, the peak of the collector barrier is in the middle of MB 3 (England

et al., 1989), and the transfer ratio rises dramatically as the injector is biased into MB

3, leveling out towards the top of the band. The second sharp rise in the transfer ratio

corresponds to injection into the fourth miniband. With a higher collector barrier (Vcb=0.1

V), the current associated with injection into the third miniband is reduced drastically due

to the small transmission through the collector barrier. Again the second rise in transfer

ratio for the Vcb=0.1 V curve correponds to injection into the fourth miniband.

Additionally, the peak of the hot electron spectra (from alciavcb, as mentioned previously)

measured by England and co-workers is independent of the emitter bias, with the emitter

biased into the third miniband (hot electron spectra for devices without a superlattice
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Fig. 5.5: Measured emitter-base current-voltage characteristics of the superlattice base
transistor (England et al., 1989).
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Fig. 5.6: Measured transfer ratio of the superlattice base transistor (England et al.,
1989).
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show a peak which correlates to the injection energy). The results of England et al. are

the first experimental confirmation of miniband conduction in the higher lying minibands

of a superlattice.

Good agreement was obtained by England et al., 1989, between the measured

transfer ratio and an analytic expression

a(E) = C e-Lik(E) (5.1)

where C a fitting parameter representing the collector efficiency (which is meant to

include effects such as scattering events which reverse the electron direction). The

average mean free path X was obtained from the group velocity of an infinite superlattice

(with minibandwidths inferred from the measured data) in the tight binding approximation

(briefly mentioned in 2.5.2) and a fitted scattering time. In this work, a Monte Carlo

approach is taken to describe the transport in the superlattice base. With the Monte

Carlo approach, the relative importance of various scattering mechanisms may be

examined, and a greater understanding of the device operation results.

5.3.1 Monte Carlo Model

The model employed in the present work to simulate the transport in the hot

electron superlattice base transistor is limited in many respects. The primary limitation

is the application of a classical transport equation, the BTE, to a device which relies on

quantum effects (most notably, enhancement and supression of transmission within the

energy minibands and gaps, respectively) for its operation. However, unified theories

for the simultaneous treatment of quantum coherence effects and scattering are not

available, although such theories are being actively persued (for example, Frensley,

1988; Grubin and Kreskovsky, 1989; Jauho, 1989).

The effects of plasmon scattering, due to the collective excitations of electrons

in the heavily doped base, and coupling of the plasmon-phonon modes, are not

considered here. Plasmon-electron scattering is of importance in the heavily doped base

of THETA (Antonelli and Lug li, 1988; Jacoboni and Lug li, 1989) and planar doped barrier

(Wang et al., 1986; Long et al., 1986; Beton et al., 1988) transistors, and is probably an
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efficient scattering mechansim in the present device also. However, the scattering rate

for the electron-coupled plasmon interaction has only been derived for bulk (Kim et al.,

1978; Lug li and Ferry, 1985; Diff and Brennan, 1991) and strict 2D (single subband,

delta function spatial distribution) (Giuliani and Quinn, 1982) systems. The plasmon

frequency in superlattice systems may be found from the zeros of the electronic dielectric

function (see Appendix B, and for example, Ishida, 1986), however, the attempt made

here to derive a suitable expression for the scattering rate was unsucessful. Further

development of coupled plasmon scattering models for superlattice systems may be

expected from Wend ler and co-workers, and Chamberlain and co-workers, based on

preliminary reports (Wend ler and Pechstedt, 1986, 1987; Chamberlain and Babiker,

1989).

The major assumption made here is that the base region may be treated as

another effective material, with a "miniband diagram" given by the dispersion relation (E

vs kz) of an infinite superlattice. This precludes from the offset any off resonance current

within the Monte Carlo model, which wil be present in the actual device due to the finite

number of periods of the superlattice. In addition, electrons in the base are actually only

sampling a few periods of the superlattice before scattering. However, as evidence of

miniband transport was observed in the device fabricated by England et al., the present

Monte Carlo model is expected to give reasonable estimates of the device transport.

Here the device parameters are taken as those given by England et al., 1989.

The superlattice base consists of 8 120 A GaAs wells, and 7 25 A Al0 3Ga0 7As barriers.

A graded AlGa,_,As collector barrier (x=0 to 0.3 over 200 A, and back to 0 over an

additional 1500 A) is assumed, and a 75 A A103Ga0.7As emitter barrier. The miniband

energies and wavefunctions are found self-consistently, as described in 2.5.2. The

lowest four minibands are calculated as 27.8-34.5, 84.8-110.6, 185.6-243.7, and 323-431

meV. The Fermi level in the base is 82.4 meV, assuming a uniform doping of 1x1018cm-

3, such that the lowest minbiband is entirely full at 4.2 K. All energies are referenced to

the minimum of the conduction band edge in the superlattice. Within the base region,

the electron velocity is taken from the energy versus wavevector relationship (calculated

as described in 2.5.2) of the infinite superlattice, as v = 1/1, dEkZ /dkZ (Fig. 5.7).

Scattering rates are calculated as described in Chapter 3 for an infinite

superlattice. Polar optical phonon, ionized impurity, intervalley and electron-electron
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scattering are included. For the range of biases considered, the injected electron

concentration is much lower than that in the base (1x1018cm-3). Therefore, electron-

electron interactions are only considered for the injected electrons with the quasi-

equilibrium electrons of the base region (the distribution function of the partner electron,

appearing as f(j,k2,kz2) in (51) of 3.3.4 is taken as the equilibrium base distribution).

Simulations were performed assuming a lattice temperature of 4.2K (as in the

experimental results reported by England et al., 1989), thus phonon absorption

processes are negligible. Below the threshold for intervalley transfer, the dominate

mechanisms are then electron-electron, polar optical phonon emission, and ionized

impurity scattering.

Within the assumption of an effective material in the base, the emitter and

collector barriers are then treated non-resonantly, i.e., the transmission probabilities of

each are taken separately, as mentioned earlier. This approximation is reasonable,

considering that the phase coherence length of electrons in the heavily doped base will

be quite short due to scattering. The distribution of particles injected into a miniband

from the emitter is assumed to follow a Tsu and Esaki type formula (for example, Datta,

1989) with

Job = idk idkz Jeb(k,kz)

2e idk fe(E) (1-fb(E)) T(Ek) v,(E)
(2n)3

n-reKBT
dE T(Ek )

1
In

[1 +ea
(5.2)

2z2V 1 -ea-b 1.+e-b

Ek Eta
a= b =

Ek Erb

KBT KBT

Here the velocity is that in the (bulk-like) emitter, and current from the base to emitter

has been neglected for the range of biases and low temperature considered. The

transmission, T(Ek,), appearing in (5.2) is approximated as the product of the

transmission through the tunnel injector and zero or one, depending on whether injection

is into a miniband or not, neglecting the small off resonance contribution. In order to
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Fig. 5.7: Electron velocity in an infinite superlattice. Super lattice parameters are those

of the device fabricated by England et al., 1989, as described in the text. The velocity

in bulk GaAs (3D) is also shown.
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simulate the current injected from the emitter, particles are added to the Monte Carlo

simulation within the distribution of (5.2).

Two types of simulations were run for the superlattice base transistor. First, to

estimate the relative importance of the various scattering mechanisms considered, a

pulse of carriers was injected, and their distribution in energy, momentum and space was

monitored. Secondly, the transfer ratio (a..-1,11,) as a function of base and collector bias

was simulated.

In order to simulate the transfer ratio, particles were injected into a single

miniband at regular time intervals with the distribution of wavevectors given by (5.2).

Particles losing enough energy to be within one phonon energy of the base Fermi level

were discarded from the simulation. In an actual device, these particles would

thermalize to establish a quasi-equilibrium condition in the base, and move by diffusion

to the base contacts (not modeled here). The miniband index, energy and wavevectors

of those particles arriving at the base-collector barrier junction were recorded. The

transfer ratio was then obtained as the fraction of injected particles reaching the collector

barrier, weighted by the transmission probability through the barrier at each energy, E.

Figure 5.8 shows the calculated transmission probability for the collector barrier as a

function of incident energy (z directed component) for several base collector biases. The

calculated transfer ratio was time averaged after reaching a steady state condition.

5.3.2 Simulation Results

Figure 5.9 shows the total scattering rate for polar optical phonon emission in the

superlattice (solid line), calculated as discussed in section 3.3.1. Here the x-axis is the

energy within the minibands, and the parallel wavevector is taken as zero. The

superlattice scattering rate is only defined for initial energies inside of the minibands.

Also shown for comparison in Fig. 5.9 is the scattering rate for bulk GaAs. Since the

energy width of the lowest miniband (27.8-34.5 meV) is less than one polar optical

phonon energy, the scattering rate is zero (no final states consistent with energy

conservation). Likewise, the scattering rate in the energy range of 84 to 110 meV (the

second miniband) is small, and consists only of interminiband transitions to the lowest

miniband. For the third and fourth minibands, a sharp threshold for intraminiband
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Fig. 5.9: Total polar optical phonon emission scattering rate in the superlattice (solid
lines) and in bulk GaAs (dotted line). The lattice temperature is 4.2 K and the parallel
wavevector is taken as zero in the superlattice.
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scattering is seen 35 meV above the bottom of each miniband edge.

The total calculated scattering rate due to ionized impurities (1x1018 cm-3) in the

superlattice (again for k=0) and bulk GaAs is shown in Fig. 5.10 (see section 3.3.3).

Since ionized impurity scattering is elastic, no threshold for intraminiband scattering

exists. The scattering rate increases rapidly at the bottom of each band, as more states

consistent with the requirement of energy conservation are available. Towards the

center of each band the rate decreases, as the rate of increase of available states is

small and is counteracted by the increase in scattered wavevector q. At the top of each

band, the rate rapidly increases again due to the increase in available states, especially

those with small change in superlattice wavevector. Towards the band edges, the term

(G+q,) appearing in the denominator of (3.37), may approach zero, with the scattering

rate limited by the screening factor, qs. Here G is a reciprocal lattice vector (n2z/L, n

integer) and qz is the difference between the initial and final superlattice wavevectors.

The interminiband scattering rate due to ionized impurities is on the order of 2x1012/sec,

which is more than an order of magnitude lower than the intraminiband rate, but

comparable to the scattering rate due to polar optical phonons (Fig. 5.9). In bulk

material, ionized impurity scattering favors small angle scattering events. Small angle

elastic scattering has little impact on transport, since the velocity in the direction of

propagation is barely effected. For higher doping densities, screening becomes

dominate and scattering is more isotropic. Within a superlattice, the situation is similar.

However, at the band edges, the so-called Umklapp processes, with qz-FG tending to

zero, are dominant and scattering to a superlattice wavevector in the reverse direction

is comparable to that in the forward direction.

As mentioned in the preceding section, two separate sets of Monte Carlo

simulations were run on the superlattice base structure described earlier. In the first, a

pulse of 2000 particles was injected (within the distribution given by (5.2)) at time zero.

Figure 5.11 shows the total energy distribution of injected particles for the assumed

emitter doping level of 4x1017 cm-3 (Efe-30 meV). The conduction band edge in the

emitter is at 0.185 eV relative to the base (Vbe=0.185+Efe-Efb=0.133 eV), which

corresponds to the low energy cut-off of the distribution. The lattice temperature is low

(4.2 K), so that injection occurs between 0.185 (E) and 0.215 eV (Ece +Efe), below the

threshold for F to L intervalley scattering. This energy range corresponds to injection
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Fig. 5.11: Distribution of injected electron energy. The conduction band edge in theemitter is 0.185 eV, with a Fermi level of 0.03 eV, at 4.2 K.
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into the bottom half of the third miniband. The initial velocity in the z direction (the axis

of the superlattice) is shown in Fig. 5.12a. The velocity is peaked around 6000 Alps, at

the miniband center, and goes to zero for injection at the bottom of the band (see Fig.

5.7). Figure 5.12b shows the velocity assuming injection into a base without a

superlattice. The velocity is much higher, and more peaked in the forward direction, as

would be expected from Fig. 5.7. The sharp peak in velocity is spread in the superlattice

case due to the dispersion within the minibands.

The injected carriers were simulated for 0.1 ps, considering certain scattering

mechanisms. Figure 5.13a shows the total energy distribution of carriers including polar

optical phonon scattering only. For this range of energies, scattering by polar optical

phonons results in interminiband scattering only, reducing the energy by 35 meV and

multiples thereof. For comparison, the same simulation was run assuming bulk material,

as shown in Fig. 5.13b. In the bulk case, the subsidiary peaks (so-called phonon

replicas) are higher in magnitude. The reduction in magnitude of the subsidiary peaks

in the superlattice case are due to the suppression in scattering due to the lower

interminiband transition rate (Fig. 5.9).

As mentioned previously, ionized impurity scattering is elastic, and therefore has

no effect on the total energy distribution of the particles. However, Fig. 5.14 shows the

velocity in the superlattice direction, considering polar optical phonon scattering only in

a, and additionally, ionized impurity scattering in b. For the injection energy range of

0.185-0.215 eV, all polar optical phonon scattering is interminiband, and therefore in Fig.

5.14a, the velocity in the reverse direction is limited to that of the second miniband. With

ionized impurity scattering included, intraminiband scattering to the reverse k, (negative

velocity) is probable, as shown in Fig. 5.14b. For higher energy injection, such that

intraminiband polar optical phonon scattering is possible, scattering to the reverse k, is

also likely.

Figure 5.15a gives the energy distribution including polar optical, ionized impurity

and electron-electron scattering. As may be seen by comparing to Fig. 5.13a, the effect

of electron-electron scattering is to spread out the energy distribution, and the phonon

replicas are no longer distinct. For comparison, the energy distribution assuming a bulk

material is shown in Fig. 5.15b, for the same scattering mechanisms. In both cases, the

lowest energy obtainable is just above the Fermi level in the heavily doped degenerate
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Fig. 5.12: Initial velocity distribution. (a) injection into the third miniband (MB 3) of the
superlattice, and (b) into bulk GaAs.
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Fig. 5.13: Total energy distribution after 0.1 ps, polar optical phonon scattering only.
(a) superlattice and (b) bulk GaAs.
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Fig. 5.14: Velocity distribution after 0.1 ps. (a) Polar optical phonon emission only and
(b) polar optical phonon emission and ionized impurity scattering.
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and electron-electron scattering. (a) in the superlattice and (b) in the bulk.
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base (Efb=82 and 56 meV in the superlattice and bulk, respectively). The fraction of

carriers still within the injected range of energies is higher in the case of the superlattice,

indicating that a superlattice is capable of maintaining the carriers at high energies for

longer periods of time. However, as the velocity is lower in the superlattice than the

bulk, a shorter distance (in the forward direction) is covered within that period of time.

Figure 5.16 shows the particle positions after 0.1 ps for the superlattice (a) and bulk (b).

The distribution of particles in space is much more diffuse in the case of the superlattice

due to the dispersion in the energy wavevector relationship, and the increased likelyhood

of scattering to the reverse kz.

In order to simulate the transfer ratio in the hot electron superlattice base

transistor, particles were added to the simulation at small regular time intervals, as

mentioned earlier. The particle trajectories and scattering events were followed through

the base region. The transfer ratio is taken as the fraction of carriers reaching the

collector, weighted by the transmission probability through the collector barrier. The

calculated transfer ratio is shown in Fig. 5.17 for different values of the collector barrier

peak (symbols). Also shown in the figure is the experimental results of England et al.,

1989 (solid and dotted lines), as in Fig. 5.6. The agreement between the Monte Carlo

model and the measured results is not particularity good, although it is difficult to make

an accurate comparison since the relationship between the applied collector base bias

and the collector barrier shape is not exactly known. Other possible explanations for the

relatively large discrepancy between modeled and measured results are discussed in the

following section.

Figure 5.18 compares the modeled transfer ratio in the superlattice base device

with modeled results for a bulk base region (of equivalent doping and length). As may

be seen from the figure, the transfer ratio is substantially reduced in the superlattice

device. The reduction in the transfer ratio above =0.29 eV for the bulk base is due to

intervalley transfer, as has been observed experimentally by Heiblum, 1988.

The simulation was rerun for the superlattice without including ionized impurity

scattering. As can be seen from Figure 5.19, the transfer ratio without impurity

scattering is considerably higher. At high base-emitter bias, the transfer ratio is limited

in this case by intervalley scattering.
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Fig. 5.16: Position after 0.1 ps. (a) in the superlattice and (b) in the bulk. Polar optical,
ionized impurity and electron-electron scattering are included.
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Fig. 5.19: Simulated transfer ratio in the superlattice device, neglecting ionized impurity
scattering.
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5.3.3 Discussion of Results

In the preceding section, results of Monte Carlo simulations for the transport of

electrons in the higher lying minibands of a superlattice have been presented. It has

been demonstrated that the superlattice is capable of maintaining carriers at high

injection energies for longer time periods due to the supression of scattering in

interminiband transitions. However, due to the nature of scattering in superlattice

systems, the scattering that does occur results in a significant reversal in the velocity

along the direction of the superlattice, more so than in bulk material. The scattering

induced reversal of velocity, combined with the relatively low velocity within the miniband,

results in a decrease in the transfer ratio from that expected (and observed) in hot

electron transistors without a superlattice base. Therefore, the unipolar hot electron

superlattice base transistor is not expected to qualify as a high gain device.

In the device simulated, ionized impurity scattering was seen to have a dominate

effect in reversing the velocity of the carriers (Figure 5.14), and in lowering the transfer

ratio (Figures 5.18 and 5.19). Within the present model for ionized impurity scattering

in the superlattice (3.3.3), modulation doping is not expected to improve the situation

since the wavefunctions of the higher lying minibands are not well localized. However,

modulation doping, or in the limit, delta doping, may reduce the structure factor due to

non-random correlations of impurities (not included in the present model), as discussed

by Levi et al., 1989. Electron-electron and polar optical phonon scattering are also

effective in reversing the carrier velocity, especially at the band edges, due to the (qz+G)

term in the denominator of each calculated rate (see 3.3.1 and 3.3.4).

The negative differential resistance observed by injection into doped superlattice

structures (without an electric field) is generally much weaker (England et al., 1988;

England et al., 1989), than that observed in resonant tunnel diodes. Broadening of the

peak of the current is expected due to the width of the minibands compared to the width

of double barrier resonances. In part, the weaker NDR in superlattices is likely due to

scattering in the heavily doped region destroying the phase coherence. Additionally, the

presence of an emitter barrier is a deviation to the periodicity of the superlattice structure

which tends to destroy the perfect zero or unity transmission through the structure,

contributing to the off resonant current and detracting from that on resonance. Due to
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band bending, an accumulation layer is also formed at the emitter tunnel barrier, which

widens the injected charge distribution in energy (also present in double barrier diodes

and other hot electron transistors encorporating a tunnel emitter); another contribution

to off resonance current. The emitter base characteristics observed by England (Fig.

5.5) are probably not too far from the optimal that may be expected for this structure,

although additional comments on the effect of parasitic resistances are provided in the

next section. Devices based on undoped double barrier structures are the more likely

candidate for applications requiring NDR. It is unclear if the unusual transfer

characteristics (Fig. 5.17 and Fig. 5.18) could be of possible circuit application.

Although the device applications of the hot electron superlattice base transistor

are unclear, it is a useful probe of the high lying bands of a superlattice, as demonstated

experimentally by England et al., 1989.

5.3.4 Additional Device Design Considerations

The fabrication of a hot electron superlattice base transistor is not an easy task;

the accomplishement of England and co-workers is certainly non-trivial. Attempts at

fabricating a similar device have been ongoing at Oregon State since 1987. In this

section, some of the additional design considerations, which may or may not have

affected the results of England et al., 1989, are briefly discussed.

Figure 5.20 shows a schematic cross section of the superlattice base device as

originally designed at OSU (Goodnick, 1987). The base and collector regions are

exposed by two masked etch steps. Contact metals are then deposited and diffused into

to emitter, base and collector regions. The etch depth to the base contact is critical. If

over-etched, the contact to the base will be non-uniform, and a (vertical) field may

develop in the superlattice at high emitter base biases. The thin base region also

induces a high series resistance in the external base region. If the emitter region is

under-etched, such that a thin n+ GaAs remains between the emitter and base contacts,

a parasitic parallel resistance from emitter to base will be present. Surface Fermi level

pinning may reduce the effective thickness and conductivity of this layer, however, any

parallel path between the emitter and base contacts will contribute to the off resonance

current and degrade the NDR observed.
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Fig. 5.20: Schematic cross-section of the superlattice base device.
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Contact, series and spreading resistance terms also need to be minimized in this

device. Contact and series resistance terms complicate device analysis, but are not

major detractors from the d.c. device operation. More serious is the base spreading

resistance. As in conventional bipolar transistors, a lateral voltage drop exits in the base

due to the base current flow and the distributed nature of the base resistance. The local

base-emitter bias in bipolar transistors is thus highest at the edge of the emitter, and

leads to emitter current crowding, with the highest current density at the periphery. In

the superlattice base device, a non-uniform base-emitter bias will tend to make the

measured current consist of resonant and non-resonant components averaged over the

range of emitter-base biases induced by the lateral voltage drop. Fingered structures,

with base and emitter contacts interdigitated, are standardly used in bipolar transistors

to reduced spreading resistance, and are recomended for the superlattice base

transistor. To minimize the base series resistance, a self-aligned process for

contacting the base was proposed. Figure 5.21 shows a possible self-aligned base

contact method. Here the emitter region is defined in the same photolithographic step

as the deposition of the base contact metals. The contact metals are deposited by a lift-

off method. The distance between the base contact and the active base region is then

only set by the degree of shadowing provided by the lift-off photo-resist, minimizing the

series resistance between the emitter and base without the requirement for good

alignment tolerances. However, the risk of shorting the emitter and base with the base

metalurgy is increased, and the self-aligned process has yet to be proven feasible with

the process facilities available at OSU.
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Fig. 5.21: Self-aligned base process. (a) The same photoresist is used to open the area
for the emitter etch and the deposition of the base ohmic contact metals. (b) The device
further in process.
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6.0 Ballistic Transport in Quantum Wires and Geometrical Super lattices

There has been considerable interest in recent years in the electronic properties

of carriers which are confined to small length scales in two or three dimensions, termed

quantum wires and quantum boxes, respectively (for example, Reed and Kirk, 1989).

The vertical quantization may be provided by a quantum well heterostructure with

epitaxial growth methods such as molecular beam epitaxy. Carrier confinement in the

lateral dimensions has been made possible by significant improvements in submicron

lithographic techniques, such as electron beam lithography. In split-gate field effect

transistors, a reverse bias on the gate may be used to vary the lateral confinement of

a depletion mode inversion layer. Low temperature measurements of the conductance

in split-gate quantum wire devices show plateaus and oscillations as a function of gate

bias, associated with the change in subband energies with the degree of lateral

confinement, and quantum mechanical reflections within the structure (van Wees et al.,

1988; Wharam et al., 1988; Brown et al., 1989). For high mobility samples and low

temperatures, electron transport in such structures is, to a first approximation, ballistic,

and analogous to the propagation of electromagnetic waves in guided wave structures.

Here the transport is assumed ballistic, with elastic scattering due to reflections at

geometrical discontinuities only, neglecting possible scattering by ionized impurities, for

example. Such quantum waveguide models for low temperature, low field transport have

shown qualitative agreement with measured results on similar structures (Weisshaar et

al., 1989, 1990; Szafer and Stone, 1989; Wu et al, 1991).

The split-gate of a quantum wire structure may be patterned such that the width

of the confined lateral dimension varies along the direction of propagation. In this

manner, a wide variety of structures containing geometrical discontinuities and transitions

are possible. In this chapter, a mode matching method is utilized to examine the

transmission properties in such non-uniform quantum wire structures. The first section

is a brief introduction to quantum wire devices and the second, to the mode matching

method as applied to quantum wires. In 6.3, transmission in finite periodic structures

and the dispersion relation of an infinitely periodic geometrical superlattice are examined.

A quantum wire structure with two narrow constrictions shows sharp resonant features

due to tunneling through a quasi-bound state of a quantum box, similar to the
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resonances observed in a double potential barrier, as discussed in Chapter Two.

Additional constrictions lead to multiple resonances close in energy, with the appearance

of minibands and gaps in the infinite periodic case, analogous to the potential

superlattices discussed earlier.

6.1 Quantum Wires

In a quantum wire structure, carriers are confined in two spatial dimensions, such

that transport occurs only in the third dimension. A split-gate quantum wire structure is

sketched in Fig. 6.1. High electron mobility transistor (HEMT) epitaxial layers are

generally used to obtain the confinement in the vertical direction (taken here as the y

direction) for split-gate quantum wire structures, with typical parameters as shown in the

figure. In conventional HEMT devices, the epitaxial layers are designed to optimize the

product of the mobility and carrier concentration (proportional to current density),

whereas quantum wire devices have a relatively large undoped spacer layer to reduce

ionized impurity scattering, thus providing a high mobility at low temperatures. Because

of the large spacer width, the channel carrier density is normally rather low (-2x10"/cm2)

such that at low temperature only the lowest subband is occupied. The Al mole fraction,

doping level, and thickness of the doped AlGaAs region are chosen such that the device

acts in the depletion mode. The gate metal forms a Schottky barrier, which, when

reverse biased, depletes the channel underneath it. The depletion region associated

with the reverse biased split gate decreases the width of the conducting channel (w, in

the x direction) as the reverse bias is increased. Source and drain contacts are formed

such that current flows from wide 2 dimensional regions through the narrow quantum

wire in the z direction.

For a uniform quantum wire (corresponding to an infinite length L in Fig. 6.1), the

solution to the time independent effective mass approximation (EMA) is separable, with

the general solution given by

bn,m
(x) (Y)

n,m(x,y,z) = [ a en,m kz(")z °n
(6.1)
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Fig. 6.1: A split gate quantum wire structure, formed with high electron mobility (HEMT)
layers. Typical material layers are shown. Source and drain ohmic contacts are shown,
as well as the Schottky barrier split gates. Electron flow is through the narrow
constriction of lenght L and width W. The cross-section shows the depletion regions
associated with the Schottky gates, which modulate the width of the conducting channel.
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where 0,(x) and m(y) are the eigenfunctions for the one dimensional EMA in the x and

y directions, respectively. The relationship between the wavevector kz(n,m) of the z

directed waves and the total energy is

t121<2(n,m)
+ En + Em = Ev

2m.
(6.2)

where Er, and Em are the energy eigenvalues for the x and y solutions. In this work, it

is assumed that the potential in the y direction (formed by the HEMT layers) is invariant

with respect to x and z in all regions of interest. The wavefunctions may then be taken

as independent of y without any loss of generality. In the following, it is assumed that

only the lowest subband associated with the y direction is occupied, and all energies are

referenced to the bottom of that subband (Em=0).

Plateaus in the low temperature conductance versus gate bias in split-gate

structures was first reported experimentally by van Wees et al., 1988 and Wharam et al.,

1988. This non-linear behavior may be understood to lowest order by considering the

energy-wavevector relationship. In Fig. 6.2a, a single narrow constriction between two

wider regions is shown, and in Fig. 6.2b, the parabolic relationship of (6.2) is sketched

in each region. The subband minima are higher in the center region because of the

narrow width. At zero temperature, a small applied bias AV between regions 1 and 2

will allow electrons within AV of the Fermi level (also shown in the figure) to flow from

occupied states in region 1 to unoccupied states in region 2. For a small, fixed AV, the

current is proportional to the density of states (DOS) in energy times the velocity at the

Fermi level. In a 1D system such as a quantum wire, the DOS per subband is

proportional to E-112. The velocity, given by 1/'h dE/dkz, cancels the energy dependence

of the DOS in their product, and the current is proportional to the number of subbands

available for conduction in the narrow region. Since the energies of the subband minima

increase with decreasing width of the narrow region, the conductance drops whenever

the width is decreased enough such that another subband minima rises above the Fermi

level. In a split gate configuration, the width of the narrow region is decreased by means

of the reverse biased gate potential, and the conductance plateaus observed

experimentally may be understood qualitatively by simple considerations as these
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Fig. 6.2: Energy wavevector relationship in the three regions of a pinched wire structure.
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Fig. 6.3: Modeled conductance in a split gate structure.
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(Wharam et al, 1988).

Figure 6.3 shows the zero temperature conductance for a split gate structure,

with dimensions as shown in the inset, as modeled with the mode matching technique

to be described below (Weisshaar et al., 1989). The conductance is seen to be in

general agreement with the simple analysis given above, with plateaus increasing in

units of e2/7ET, as the constriction is made wider. In the lowest order analysis given

above, it was assumed that if a subband minima of the narrow region is below the Fermi

level, it is available for conduction. In the mode matching method used here, the

quantum mechanical reflections at the boundary between the narrow and wide regions

are included. The fine structure shown in the modeled conductance of Fig. 6.3 (solid

line) is a result of these reflections. Experimental split gate devices have also shown

resonances such as these (Brown et al., 1989), though in some cases similar

resonances may occur due to single impurity scattering within the channel. Additionally,

for the finite length L of the narrow region, some conduction can occur through

evanescent modes, with an imaginary k, in the narrow region, similar to tunneling

through potential barriers considered in Chapter 2. The dotted line in Fig. 6.3 shows the

modeled conductance for a constriction length of 75 nm (versus 450 nm for the solid

line). Because of the shorter length, there is additional coupling between the two wide

regions by evanescent modes, which are included in the mode matching method used

here. The fine structure in the conductance curve is less apparent, and the edges of the

plateaus become more gradual as tunneling can occur for energies below the

corresponding subband minima. The reflections and evanescent coupling are especially

important in the analysis of quantum wire structures with additional geometric

discontinuities, where multiple reflections give rise to resonance phenomena, again

analogous to the potential discontinuities discussed in Chapter 2.

6.2 Mode Matching in Quantum Wires

In this work, a mode matching method is used to obtain the transmission

characteristics of quantum wire structures. The numerical method used here is similar

to techniques utilized for the analysis of electromagnetic waves in multiport waveguide

circuits, and an extension (Weisshaar, 1991) to the generalized scattering matrix (GSM)
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(Itoh, 1989). Similar mode matching techniques have been used by Szafer and Stone,

1989, for a single narrow constriction between two 2D regions.

If a geometrical discontinuity exists in the x-direction, as shown in Fig. 6.4 for

several structures, the total solution to the EMA may be expressed in terms of a modal

expansion of the incident and reflected waves. In order to analyze the transport

properties in non-uniform quantum waveguides, the structure is first segmented into

uniform waveguide sections (Fig. 4a) and single step junctions (Fig. 4b) as "building

blocks". For certain geometries, such as the T-stub (Sots et al., 1989) in Fig. 4c,

multiple regions may be defined as a single building block, allowing for accurate

solutions with only a few modes (Weisshaar et al, 1989). Other structures, such as the

right angle bend in Fig. 4d, require the use of building blocks other than the uniform

waveguide and single step junction. A generalized scattering matrix (GSM) (Itoh, 1989)

is used to characterize each block. Once the GSMs of the individual segments are

obtained, a scattering matrix for the entire structure is then calculated, and properties

such as transmission and conductance in the quantum wire are readily found from the

amplitudes of the incident and transmitted waves.

Here the mode matching method is applied to a single step junction as

illustration, since most structures may be decomposed as such. The wavefunctions on

each side of a step junction (regions 1 and 2 of Fig. 6.4a) may be expressed as a super-

positioning of the single subband (mode) solutions as

(ai(11) eik1)(n)z bn(1) e-il<')(n)z) o(n1)(x)

(an,2) br(12) eikfl(n)z) o(n2)(x)

n

(6.3)

In this work, the eigenfunctions associated with the x-direction, On(x), are taken as the

sinusoidal solutions for an infinite square well potential, which is a reasonable

approximation to the confining potential associated with the split gate depletion regions.

For the infinite square well, the wavevectors kz(v)(n) in each region (v=1,2) are then

simply related to the total energy and the subband (mode) index n of the energy

eigenvalue associated with the x direction as
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Fig. 6.4: Examples of geometrical discontinuities. (a) Uniform waveguide section, (b)
single step junction, (c) T-stub and (d) right-angle bend.
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(6.4)

where wv is the width of the constriction and V is the potential energy. For high order

modes, k, is imaginary, and the waves are evanescent. Although these evanescent

modes do not contribute to the current across a single junction, a significant number of

the higher order modes may need to be included in order to satisfy the boundary

conditions on the wavefunctions at the junction. Additionally, the modes which are

evanescent in one region may couple to adjacent junctions, as discussed in the previous

section.

The boundary condition for the continuity of the wavefunction at the junction

between regions 1 and 2 may be expressed in matrix form as

((1)2)T ( a2 b2) = (0,)T (a, + b, ) c X C +

= 0 0 < C , C +Wi X 5_ W2

(6.5)

The matching of the derivative of the wavefunction across the junction (assuming no

effective mass variation) gives the condition

((DOT K, ( a, b, ) = KI2)T K2 a2 b2 ) c x c + w, (6.6)

The elements of the column vectors a, and by are the expansion coefficients (an(v) and

br,(v) in (6.3)). K, and K2 are diagonal matrices whose elements are given by (6.4) and

the elements of the vector 1) are the orthonormal eigenfunctions of the infinite square

well for each mode, 0.,(v), and T denotes the transpose. The x dependencies in (6.5) and

(6.6) are eliminated in the mode matching method by taking advantage of the

orthogonality of the different modes. Multiplying both sides of (6.5) by m(2)(x), and (6)

by 0,(1)(x), and integrating each equation over x yields
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a2 + b2 = H1 (al + b1)

al 131 = H2 (a2 b2) (67)

H2 = -(K1)-1 (Hi)T K2

The matrices H1 and H2 describe the coupling between modes in the waveguide with

elements of H1 given by the overlap integral

Hi(n,m)

The matrix equations (6.7) may be solved

[ I),

[ b2

where the scattering parameters for

S11 = ( I

S12 = -2
S21 = H1 (
S22 = H1 S12

=

=

the

H2

( I

I

c+w,

f dx e(x)
C

for the

-
S11 S12

_ S21 S22

single step

Hi ) -1 ( I

H2 H, ) -1

+ S11 )

I

(V,2,)(x) (6.8)

GSM defined by

al
(6.9)

a2

are given by

+ H2 H,
)

H2 (6.10)

The GSMs may alternatively be derived by first normalizing the wave amplitudes by a

characteristic impedance so that the scattering matrix is unitary and symmetric

(Weisshaar, 1991), as has been done in the analysis of quantum well systems (Tripathi

and Bhattacharya, 1985). The GSM of other building blocks may be found using a

similar methodology. For numerical solutions, the infinite order GSM must be suitably

truncated to include only a finite number of modes.

The scattering matrix (6.9) relates the incident mode amplitudes a to those of the

reflected waves, b. For multiple discontinuities, the GSM may be rearranged in the form

of transfer matrix,
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(6.11)

which relates the mode amplitudes on one side of the building block to those on the

other side. The transfer matrices of multiple building blocks may be cascaded (by matrix

multiplications) to obtain a relationship between the mode amplitudes in the first section

and the last. The resulting transfer matrix for the entire structure may then be converted

to a GSM, giving the relationship between the incident and reflected waves of the

composite non-uniform quantum waveguide. This transfer matrix method works well for

structures where only a few evanescent modes need to be included for the single block,

and the coupling between successive building blocks is large (small attenuation). In

general however, the evanescent modes leads to numerical problems due to ill-

conditioned matrices. Although the higher order (highly attenuated) evanescent modes

do not effectively couple two junctions, restricting the number of these modes degrades

the accuracy of the overall solution because the matching of the wavefunctions in the

single building block is affected. The extended generalized scattering matrix method

given by Weisshaar, 1991, Weisshaar et al., 1991, overcomes these difficulties. By

proper partitioning of the scattering matrices, an arbitrarily high number of modes may

be used to satisfy the boundary conditions, retaining only the coupled modes in the

waveguide sections. Details of the extended GSM are given in the above references.

6.3 Transport in Quantum Wire Structures

The transmission probability is defined by the ratio of the transmitted flux to the

incident flux (probability current). For a single mode n at the input (region 1), the

transmission to all modes at the output (region 2) is then given by

Tn(E) = E S21(m,n) S21(m,n) i<2)(m) l<21rn)

(1*c1)(n) + k;)*(n))
(6.12)
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where S21(m,n) are the components of the GSM for the particular structure. Equation

(6.11) follows from the definition of the GSM and the probability current (flux),

r
JZ = idx kr(x,z) _a w(x,z) ilf(x,z) ___iir(x,z)

2m* az az
(6.13)

For the incident and transmitted probability fluxes, only the positive z directed
components of w are included. Modes which are evanescent at the output (kz(2)

imaginary) do not contribute to the transmission at the output.

With a voltage applied across the source to drain of a quantum wire structure,

the current from region 1 to region 2 may be approximated as

11,2 = e Idic,(1) 2 T(E,V) 1 aE
fl(E) (1 f2(E))

0 ak(;)
(6.14)

where V is the bias applied and the sum is over all propagating modes at the input. The

factor of 2/2z is the density of states (in phase space) including spin degeneracy, 1/1

a &Az is the group velocity, and f(E) represents the carrier distribution function in regions

1 and 2. A similar expression may be written for the current from region 2 to region 1,

with the net current given by their difference (Datta, 1989)

I(V) = 2e idE f(E) f(E +V) ) Tn(E,V)
/' 0

(6.15)

where f(E) has been taken as the Fermi-Dirac distribution. In general, the transmission

appearing in (6.14) and (6.15) must be found as a function of applied bias. For small

bias voltages, the conductance at zero temperature reduces to

G = Tn(Ef) (6.16)

where Tn(E) is the transmission at the Fermi level for zero applied bias. The effects of
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finite temperature on the conductance and the current voltage relationship in quantum

wire structures is examined elsewhere (Weisshaar, 1991; Weisshaar et al., 1991).

In Fig. 6.5, the calculated transmission is shown versus energy for a single

narrow constriction (shown in the inset) for the lowest input mode (1-1(E)) in the wide

region. For the width, w, chosen (10 nm) and an assumed effective mass of 0.067 mo,

the lowest subband minima in the narrow region is 56 meV. As can be seen from Fig.

6.5, a finite transmission is observed at energies below 56 meV. In this region, the

transport is by evanescent modes, with imaginary k, in the narrow region, similar to

tunnelling through a single potential barrier. At higher energies, the transmission

increases, but does not reach unity, in contrast to the potential barrier case. For a

potential barrier in 1D systems, it may be shown (Weisshaar, 1991) that no coupling

between modes occurs, whereas, in the case considered here, input from a single mode

may be transmitted or reflected into all others. For the constriction in Fig. 6.5, the

symmetry about the x axis limits the coupling of modes of opposite parity (the overlap

integrals of H, described earlier are zero). The coupling of the first and third modes is

especially strong in this example because of the ratio of the widths used for the narrow

and wide regions (10/30), and significant reflection as well as transmission to the third

mode is obtained. For other width ratios, which are not proportional to the mode

numbers, the transmission versus energy characteristics are more similar to the potential

barrier tunnelling in that near unity transmission may be obtained at higher energies. As

with potential barrier tunnelling, unity transmission is only obtained at certain energies,

depending on the details of the structure's parameters.

For periodic quantum wire structures, additional resonances in the transmission

characteristics may be obtained. The lowest mode transmission (T, (E)) through two

narrow constrictions separated by a wider transport region in a quantum wire structure,

calculated by the mode matching method, is shown in Fig. 6.6. Analogous to the double

potential barrier structure discuss in 2.3, a strong resonance behavior is observed.

Calculations for the current versus applied source to drain voltage, including the voltage

dependent transmission coefficient, predict a negative differential resistance in the I-V

characteristics due to this strong resonant peak (Weisshaar et al., 1990, 1991;

Weisshaar, 1991). Further discussion of the bias and temperature dependencies of this

structure are given in the above references.
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A sharp peak in the (zero bias) transmission of the double constriction occurs at

an incident energy of approximately 37 meV (Fig. 6.6). At this energy, no propagating

modes are allowed in the narrow constrictions. The center cavity region forms a

quantum box (or quantum dot) with a quasi-bound state which is only evanescently

coupled to the outer regions. The wavefunction squared for this structure is shown in

Fig. 6.7a close to the energy resonance peak of 37 meV. The wavefunction is strongly

localized, characteristic of a true bound state. On a magnified scale, essentially unity

transmission is apparent as the magnitude of the wavefunction in the two outer regions

are equal. In Fig. 6.7b, the wavefunction past resonance (E=44 mev) is shown. In this

case, there is only a small penetration of the wavefunction into the center cavity region,

and the transmission is small. The standing wave pattern at the input side (lower left in

the figure) is due to reflection from the structure. For the energies in Fig. 6.7a and 6.7b,

only the lowest mode in the wider region is propagating. At higher energies, significant

coupling of the input mode 1 to higher order propagating modes occurs. Fig. 6.7c shows

the wavefunction for an energy of 78 meV, corresponding to the relatively broad second

peak in transmission (Fig. 6.6). At this energy, both the second and third order modes

may propagate in the wider region, as well as the input mode 1. However, as discussed

previously for the single constriction, no coupling to the second mode is possible due to

symmetry considerations. Transmission and reflection into the third mode are evident

in Fig. 6.7c, as the magnitude of the wavefunction for a given z value away from the

constrictions shows three maxima, with the center maxima reminiscent of the single

propagating mode (Fig 6.6b). The complicated behavior of the wavefunction in this case

demonstrates the necessity of a mode matching or other numerical technique for the

analysis of such structures. Also evident from Fig. 6.7a-c is that the boundary conditions

for the continuity of the wavefunction and its derivative are indeed satisfied.

Figure 6.8 shows the transmission for 5 narrow constrictions, with dimensions as

used above for the case of 2 constrictions. Around 37 meV, the transmission now

shows 4 peaks, corresponding to the 4 cavity regions formed by the constrictions. At

higher energies, additional structure is evident, but is more complicated the transmission

through potential barriers because of the high degree of mode mixing. This is in contrast

to the multiple period structures studied by Ulloa et al., 1990, who modeled the

transmission through a uniform width quantum wire with a periodic modulation in
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Fig. 6.7: Wavefunctions (squared) in the double constriction. (a) On resonance, 37
meV, (b) above resonance, 44 meV and (c) third mode propagatin, 78 meV.
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potential. In the case of a potential variation only, no mode mixing occurs and the

transmission at higher energies is similar to that obtained in single mode operation, with

the number of peaks corresponding to the number of potential wells in the structure, for

the range of parameters examined.

As more periods are considered, the finite periodic structures develop more

peaks and minimums in their transmission characteristics, and the case of an infinite

superlattice is approached. The energy versus wavevector relationship in an infinite

geometric superlattice of period L may be found by the application of Bloch's theorem,

a
w(x,z) = e'K'L w(x,z)

zu az
;Zo.L z, = e'KL-

az
kio,z) 1 (6.17)

as done in the case of potential superlattices (2.4 and 2.5.2). Here the superlattice

wavevector is denoted by Icz, to distinguish it from the general wavevector k, appearing

in the wavefunction expansion (6.3). In an infinite superlattice, yr yr is required to have

the same periodicity as the geometric confinement, which limits the superlattice

wavevector K. to real values only. The superlattice wavevector is not position

dependent, where as the wavevector in the expansion k, is a function of z.

The conditions on the wavefunction and its derivative given in (6.17), applied to

the expansion in (6.3), require that mode amplitudes be related as

eiK,L

b1 a2

(6.18)

where no additional mode mixing is introduced due to the periodicity. The GSM of a

single period of the superlattice may be calculated as outlined in the previous section,

and in more detail by Weisshaar, 1991. Rearranging the scattering matrix to the form

of a transfer matrix (6.11), yields the eigenvalue equation

A B
C D bi_

eiK,L
b2

a2

(6.19)
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Energies (contained in the elements of the transfer matrix) where an eigenvalue

corresponds to a real superlattice wavevector constitute the minibands of the geometrical

superlattice.

Figure 6.9 shows the dispersion relationship obtained for a geometrical

superlattice, formed by alternating cavitities of widths 10 and 30 nm, each of length 10

nm. The lowest miniband, around 37 meV, corresponds to the single sharp peak in

transmission in the single cavity structure (Fig. 6.6). Other minibands show an almost

free electron like relation with wavevector, corresponding to the relatively broad peaks

in transmission for the finite structure. At higher energies, the high degree of mode

mixing is apparent as both tightly bound and free electron like minibands are

superimposed.

Recently, periodic split gate structures have been studied experimentally by

Kouwenhoven et al., 1990, who report resonance structure believed to be associated

with the formation of minibands. For the geometry and biases studied there however,

the depletion region associated with the gate regions pinches off the conducting channel

in the narrow constrictions and at least partially in the fingers of the split gate, such that

the periodic variation is mainly in potential rather than geometry. Additionally, the period

of the structure (200 nm) is long, such that the minibands and minigaps would be

expected to be rather small in energy and difficult to resolve. Features in the

conductance of the structure were only apparent with the application of a magnetic field,

making comparison to the model used here difficult.
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7.0 Summary and Conclusions

The emphasis in the present work has been on the transport and relaxation of

electrons in quantized systems. In such systems the dynamics of charge carriers are

often quite different from those in bulk materials. Some of these differences have been

examined here.

Introductory concepts relevant to low dimensional systems such as energy

subbands and minibands were reviewed in Chapter 2. Examples of self-consistent

solutions to the coupled effective mass and Poisson equations were shown. The

techniques demonstrated in Chapter 2 to solve for wavefurictons, energy eigenvalues

and transmission probabilities were utilized throughout the rest of the thesis.

In the first part of Chapter 3, hot carrier transport and relaxation, as well as the

Monte Carlo method for solving the Boltzmann transport equation were reviewed. In

order to implement transport models based on the Boltzmann equation, such as the

Monte Carlo method, a mathematical description of the appropriate scattering rates for

quantized systems is necessary. Therefore, the emphasis in the remainder of the

chapter was on the derivation of scattering rates in superlattices, as such calculations

were not available in the literature.

Scattering rates in superlattices due to intervalley phonons, carrier-carrier

interaction, and screened ionized impurities were presented for the first time.

Investigation of the possible correlation of impurities in modulation or delta doped

superlattices would be an area of future interest, based on the results of Levi et al.

(1989a), discussed in 3.3.3. Carrier-carrier scattering was limited to the two particle

interaction in the present work. Collective effects of the electron gas (plasmons) in

superlattices should also be examined in future work. The superlattice dielectric

function, derived in Appendix B, will be useful in such an analysis as the information

necessary to calculate the plasmon frequency and dispersion relation within the

superlattice is contained therein. Polar optical phonon scattering in superlattices was

examined in the limit of bulk-like phonons; the effects of confined phonons in

superlattices, and plasmon-phonon coupling are also of interest.

The Monte Carlo method was applied to study the relaxation of photo-excited

carriers in specific multiple quantum well systems. The first example consisted of two
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quantum wells, coupled by a thin barrier. The intersubband relaxation was seen to be

strongly dependent on the width of the barrier region. The relaxation time in this case

was dependent the spatial overlap of the wavefunctions associated with each well. A

phonon assisted tunnelling process was found to dominate the intersubband relaxation

time constant in wells biased such that the subband energies were separated by the

phonon energy. The second example examined the relaxation of carriers following

excitation to high energy states in modulation doped quantum wells. Here the

importance of self-consistent solutions, and a dynamic recalculation of the scattering

rates based on the non-equilibrium distribution, was apparent.

The scattering rates derived in Chapter 3 were applied to a superlattice base

transistor in Chapter 5. Transport in the base region was simulated and compared to

published experimental data on a similar structure. The limitations on the gain of the

device are due to the relatively slow velocity and likelihood of reverse scattering in the

superlattice. Further information concerning the mean free path in superlattices could

be obtained by measurements similar to those of England, et al. (1989), but in the

presence of a magnetic field parallel to the layers. A magnetic field parallel to the

superlattice would tend to deflect carriers from reaching the collector, effectively

increasing the base length (Hayes et al., 1985). Such a magnetic force could be easily

included in the Monte Carlo model. Future experimental work in the area of superlattice

base transistors should also minimize the parasitic series and spreading resistance of

the base, as discused in 5.3.4. In view of the low velocity in the superlattice direction,

it is expected that practical device applications of superlattices will primarily be in opto-

electronic rather than electrical devices.

Coherent quantum transport in quantum wire structures containing geometric

discontinuities was examined in Chapter 6. A modal expansion of the wavefunction,

together with a mode matching method was utilized to obtain the transmission

characteristics in such systems. A periodic variation in the width of the lateral

constriction was found to give rise to a resonant structure in the transmission, similar to

that observed for potential barriers. It is expected that transport in quantum wire

devices, incorporating more sophisticated transport models, will be a field of continued

interest.
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Appendix A: Super lattice Integrals

Normalization:
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The superlattice wavefunctions are normalized such that the integral over all

space is unity. Thus,

1

W(R) eIk'r Wn,kz(z)
\irk

\ eiksz
icz.\Un,/

N

(A.1)

where z is in the direction of the superlattice potential variation and k, is the superlattice

wavevector. In this work the reduced representation is used such that k2 is restricted to

the first minizone of the reciprocal lattice (1k2! <= it /L). The parallel wavevector is

denoted by k, r=xax-Fyay, A is the (infinite) area in the x-y plane, and N is the (infinite)

number of periods of the superlattice. The Bloch function, un,,(z), has the periodicity of

the superlattice, L. The z dependent envelope functions are orthonormal over all z for

each miniband and superlattice wavevector,

dz Nrm,,..(z) = 6mn 5 k (A.2)

The Bloch functions are orthonormal over a single period of the superlattice for a given

superlattice wavevector as

J dzi4 kz(z) un,,,z(z) = 5mn
(A.3)
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Fourier Expansion:

The product of two Bloch functions is periodic, since each individually has the

periodicity of the superlattice. Therefore, the product can be expanded in a Fourier

series as

1 m
4,kz,,,(Z)

L
(Z) = E fG

n (kz ,kz ) ez
G

(A.4)

where G is a reciprocal latticevector of the one dimensional superlattice and the

expansion coefficients are given by

Cn(1,<,,0 idz urn kz_.(z) uni,z,(z) e1Gz

0

; j= 0, +1, +2,

The normalization of the coefficients fG was chosen such that

fro"(kz,kz) = om,

Overlap Integrals:

(A.5)

(A.6)

The derivations of scattering rates in superlattices (Chapter 3) contain many

integrals over the superlattice wavefunctions, which may be evaluated by utilizing the

Fourier expansion of the wavefunction written in terms of the periodic Bloch functions.

One commonly encountered integral is

IA = f dz Nir,,kz_,(z) Wn,kz,.(z) 8 (A.7)



which may be evaluated as

= _L fdz rn,(z) un (z) e-q1z--z1 =
N

=
N L G

E f rG"(kz,,kz) fdz el(clz+G)z
eq(z-e)

idZ el(gz+G)z e-q(z-z1

1 mn 2q
e

i(q +G)zi
= E fG (kz ,kz)

NL G C12 ± (Clz+G)2

z'
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(A.8)

where qz is defined as k-kzm.

For polar optical phonon scattering, the overlap integral H,,(q,k,,,k,,) is may be

evaluated using the integral IA of (A.7) as

Hf,(q,kz,kz) = f dz' f dz kvi,kz(z) AKkz,(z) wi:kz(Zi) liff,kz,(Z1) eqiz-z'r =

= f dz' y,,,,z(z/) tK,kz,(z1) IA =

1 if
G(k, fIfG (k, k7) 2g

(NL)2 G
2 +(qz+G 2

1 v. 2q

L G q2+(qz+G)2
fg(kz,kz) 12

The overlap integral for intervalley scattering is given by

dz 2
v,

Wf,k,,(z)
2

dz/

(A.9)

(A.10)

where v, and v, denote the initial and final valleys. This integral may be more simply

evaluated as



) f (kz,,k ) idz e'(G-G')z =
(NL)2 G G'

x---
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(A.11)

Integrals involved in ionized impurity scattering are covered in the text of Chapter 3.

The two particle carrier-carrier scattering contains an integral similar to that

involved in polar optical scattering, but with wavefunctions corresponding to the initial

and final states of both particles. Using the expansion of the wavefunctiuons, the

integral may be evaluated as

lc dzI jdz klfn*,k4(z) klii*.kz,(z)111,,k,2(z)
=

1

NL
E E frG7',"(kz1.(4) Ukz,,icz

q2+(q
) 5(G'-G+q'qz) -

G z2q+G)2

1 v, 2q
fG ,

Cl2 ±A±G)2
f(kz,kz) 8(cl-c1,1 Go)

where Go is a specific reciprocal lattice vector determined by qz and qz, and

az = kz kz ; qz =

(A.12)

(A.13)

A similar integral appears in the evaluation of the superlattice dielectric function

(Appendix B). For Go=0, (A.12) reduces to the polar optical integral, (A.9).
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Appendix B: Screening in Super lattices

Here the derivation of the electronic dielectric function in the Random Phase

Approximation (RPA) for a superlattice is shown, based on the standard RPA for bulk

material (for example, Ziman, 1969). The dielectric function describes the response of

charges in a medium to a perturbing potential, V,. In general, the time and spatial

dependencies of the potential are included in terms of its Fourier expansion. Thus in the

Fourier domain, the dielectric function is, in general, a function of co and 0, respectively.

Here, the analysis is presented for the static dielectric function; the frequency-dependent

case is found by a similar treatment, where time dependent rather than time independent

perturbation theory is employed. The static dielectric function in the long wavelength

(small 0) limit is sufficient for calculating the effect of the mobile electronic charge in

screening the bare Coulomb potential associated with ionized impurity or carrier-carrier

(two-particle) scattering. An approximate screening constant derived from the static

dielectric function is also shown here.

In the presence of a potential Vext(r,z), first order time independent perturbation

theory allows for the expansion of the perturbed envelope function of state n as

Hmn (B.1)
m En Em

where the unperturbed energy eigenvalues and envelope wavefunctions are denoted by

Em and tem respectively, and

Hmn = fdZ id2r til°,;(r,z) Vext(r,z) VAr,z)

The charge induced due to Vext(r,z) is then

pnct,_ =r z) 2e2_, g(n) [Vn`tlin tiPn*tP°n]

(B.2)

(B.3)

where here g(n) is the occupation of state n, and the factor of 2 is from spin degeneracy.
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Substituting the expression for Tn, and neglecting second order terms in the perturbation,

p'nd(r,z) - 2e E g(n)
n

(

T,°,* E Hmn
g

0
im

\
+ tFn

0 E Hmn
T04 (B.4)

m En En,
m

m En Em

Interchanging the summation indices on the second term, and using the Hermitian

properties of Hmn, ()
Pind(r,Z) = 2e E Ei

n(r-) n(m)
Hmn T

m

G*T°
n m En-Em j mn

(B.5)

In a superlattice the state n is characterized by n, kn, and kz, where n is the

miniband index, kn is the parallel wavevector, and kzn is the superlattice wavevector.

Making the substitution for the envelope wavefuntion,

the expression for Hmn is then

where q = km kn and

TOn 1 eik,r

A

Hmn =
1 fdz Jz) Vext(q,z)

Vex,(q,z) = Id2r exp(-iqr) Vext(r,z)

The polarization function is defined as

(B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)



Lrn,n,kz 2

K E m,k,+q,kz,+q,

ig(n,kr,,k0 g(m,kn+q,kz:Fqz)
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(B.9)

where g(n,k,kz,,) describes the occupancy of the state characterized by the miniband

index n, parallel wavevector kr, and superlattice wavevector Iczn. With these substitutions,

the induced charge from (B.5) is given in a superlattice by

prnd(r,z)_IEEEEEL,,,,kz,,q7cizs
( ) expOq-0

A n m kz, q, c1

Nin,kz,(z) yr,1,,q,(z Vex,(q,z1)

The induced potential is then found from the induced charge as

Vind(r,z) = 2r4 idzi
Rna(ri,z)

4rces [(r -02 +(z-zl)211/2

The Fourier transform of the induced potential is then evaluated

Vina(q,z) = Jd2r e-'4 ` Vind(r,z)

0 E ELn'mklq,c0
cAlEs n m k,, q,

fdz" +q Vext(C1,Z

idziN4k,(z)vm,k,+q(zi) exp(-q1z-z/l)

In order to obtain (B.12) from (B.11),

(B.10)

(B.11)

(B.12)



id2r id2r/
47ceskr--112+(z-z/)211/2

-'q'r
= Aid2r e

(B.13)
47[Es[r2+(z-z/)1112
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=
A dr

rJ°(qr)

2e5 [r21-(Z-Zi)21
1 /2

=
A exp(-q

2qes

was used, where Jo is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind.

As is standard in the RPA, the external potential is now replaced by the total, as

a first approximation to a self-consistent solution. Making that substitution, letting the

induced be the difference of the total and external, and rearranging,

Vexi(q,z) = Vtot(q,z) Ln,m,kz(q9c

Ide exp(-q1z-z/

fdz AvrThkz,+q,(ZINin,kz,(Z 1Vtot (CI , Z

The next step is to multiply each term of (B.14) by

e_i(q.G)z

(B.14)

(B.15)

where G=n 2Tc/L is a reciprocal lattice vector and qz' is a wavevector between 2n/L and

2n /L. The envelope wavefunctions are then written in terms of the Bloch functions, and

expanded in a Fourier series as shown in Appendix A. Integrating each side over z, the

transform of (B.14) (in qz4G) is then given by



where

V,(q,G-4-c6 = Viot(q,G+q,) e Lm,n,kz,(q,c6)

N Les

.3(G-T4-q-qz)
EE f rG7(k,1(z) frr,T,1*(kz,,kz,) V,,,,,(q,G"+qz)
G' G" q2+(q;+G)2

V(q,qz) = jdz exp( -icizz) V(q,z)

Using the delta function to reduce the sums,

L'T(kz ,kz )fG7.(kz,,kz,)6(G-G'4-q-qz)
L V,,,(q,G"+q,)

G' G" q, q2+(q;+G)2

=NEE L'kz-(q,qz)fGr7Ga(kz,,kz)fG7*(kz,,kz
o (Go+qz-qz)

Vtol(c,G"+cz)
G" q, q24(qz+G)2

frGIrliG,(kz,,kz)
f rGIT:G0(kz,kz"") Vtot(CLGI±C6

ci24-(q+G)2G'
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(B.16)

(B.17)

(B.18)

The final result relating the total potential to the external potential is then obtained from

(B.16) and (B.18) as

Vext(q,G4-qz) E [o(G-G')+xGG,(q,qz)] Viot(q,G'+qz)

E EGG,(cbqz)vtot(ci,G1+qz)

where the dielectric function EGG, is defined as

(B.19)



EGG,(cl,clz) = 8(G-G') +XGG,(cl,clz)

The susceptibility XGG. is given as

n.(k ,k ) f , )
, e m n kz G zr, zr, G

m

-Go ,7

XGG1(q,Ciz) = 2_, L ^(q,ch)
cSL n,m kz q2+(qz+G)2
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(B.20)

(B.21)

where kzm=kzn+Go+qz, and the kz values are restricted to the first minizone. Go is thus

a specific reciprocal lattice vector determined by qz and kv with kzm in the first minizone.

For a time dependent external potential, the final result for the relation between

the external and bare potentials (B.19) is identical, but with a frequency dependent

dielectric function. The frequency dependence of the dielectric function enters only

through the polarization function, which is given in that case by

mnkz,(q 2, ,

=

(
g(n,kr,,kz) g(m,k,±q,kz +q,)

En,Ickz, + + Ida
(B.22)

where a is a damping factor. Similar expressions for the dielectric function and

susceptibility have been given by Ishida, 1986 and Cui and Gumbs, 1990.

Alternatively, the dielectric function in a superlattice may be found by expanding

the wavefunction in terms of localized Wannier functions (briefly discussed in 2.5.2)

rather than the Bloch function expansion used here. The formulation of the dielectric

function in this tight binding (Wannier) limit is then quite similar to the 2D analysis (Siggia

and Kwok,1970). The 2D result for the dielectric function is a matrix equation relating

the total and external potential, with the indices of the matrix being the subband indices.

The matrix elements in the 2D case are overlap integrals over the subband

wavefunctions and the bare potential. Likewise, in the tight binding limit of a superlattice,

the dielectric function may be expressed as a matrix in miniband index, rather than the

reciprocal lattice vector formulation used here. The miniband representation of the

dielectric function in superlattices has been examined in the single miniband limit with
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the wavefunction approximated by delta functions in the wells (the layered electron gas

limit) by Bloss and Brody, 1982, and Das Sarma and Quinn, 1982. Further refinements

to the tight binding dielectric function in superlattices have included multiple minibands

and infinite square well wavefunctions (Wasserman and Lee, 1985). The primary

interest in the references above was the plasmon frequency dispersion in layered

structures, whereas in the present work, a dielectric function appropriate for screening

of longwavelenth (small q) scattering potential was desired. The dielectric function

expanded in reciprocal lattice space is more appropriate for this purpose.

In the case of ionized impurity scattering, the static screening is sufficient since

the bare potential is time independent. The scattering rate is dominated by the small q,

small qz+G contributions (for the unscreened case, the scattering rate become infinite

as these approach zero). In this long wavelength limit,

limit (qz+G)>0 fW-)Ga(kz Jcz = 6mn
(B.23)

due to the orthogonality of the wavefunctions. The relation between the external and

screened potentials, expressed in matrix form, is then given as

[ Vext [ EGG' Vtot

(B.24)

EGG' u [ V ]

where I is the unit matrix and the components of vectors u and v are given by

uG E E Ln,"4(chqz) frG-_;0(k,,k0
ESL kz

(B.25)

V =
G 2 (qz

1

The inverse of such a matrix can be found as



EGG'

[ Vtot = [ EGG' [ Vext

1 + E VG UG

U
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(B.26)

In the long wavelength limit, the term containing Vex,(q,G+ck) is dominate, so keeping

only the diagonal elements,

where

Vtot(cl,G+clz) = 1 Vext(q,G+clz)
EG

1 =1 u
G

v
G

1
BG

EG QG

1

BG+ E
G"

BG,,

C4 = q2 (G" +qz)2

(B27)

(B.28)

In the this limit QG goes to zero, so the contributions from other C)G can be neglected

in the sum over G" in (B.27) and the dielectric function may then be approximated as

1 q2 + (G +
=

eG q2 (G + 02+ q:

qs =
e Ln,n,kz,(coz)

EsL n kz,

(B.29)



Substituting the expression for Lnnkz(qqz) and noting that E(kz-i-q,)=-E(kz +qz+G),

q2 2e v v v df
LAE, dE

e

V
f mkz f(E)

2702 12E5 n
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(B.30)

In the bulk limit (negligible superlattice potential), this expression for the static screening

constant, qs, reduces to the Thomas Fermi screening factor given in Chapter 3 (or for

example, Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976),

eno [F_1/2(Ef/kBT) e

Es

duo (B.31)
kBT F1,2(Ef/kBT) dEf

where Fn is the Fermi integral of order n, Ef is the Fermi level and no is the equilibrium

electron concentration.


